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The intent of this manual is to provide instructors with an 
effective, practical approach to engage 21st-century students 
in the study and application of modern-day marketing. 
Of course, there are many ways to provide instruction to 
the target student audiences. All instructors develop their 
own unique styles and approaches to teaching marketing. 
In addition, classes have different sizes, knowledge and 
experience bases, and their own unique personalities and 
chemistries. The objectives of delivering an effective class 
experience are to fit student needs, requirements, and 
expectations into a methodology that has them engaged, 
motivated, and actively participating in the learning 
experience. This manual offers a wide variety of suggestions, 
recommendations, methods, and choices for ready 
implementation in the classroom. We also offer ideas for 
instructors using distance-learning methodologies.

This manual for Marketing for Latin American Managers  
in the 21st Century is available online for free download  
to all instructors, both as a complete book and on a  
chapter-by-chapter basis. Other materials to aid instructors  
that are not specifically addressed in this manual are  
available in the textbook itself, or the instructor’s area of 
www.wessexlearning.com. These materials include:

• Powerpoint slides. A complete set of powerpoint 
slides is available for each chapter. Instructors are free 
to download these materials for personal use and to 
add, delete, and modify as they feel is appropriate 
to customize for their classes. The goal is to provide 
instructors with the flexibility to incorporate these slides 
with their own materials and vice versa.

• Testbank questions/answers. Each chapter has about 
60 questions for instructors to use in student evaluation. 
Instructors are free to construct their own tests from 
the large variety of questions available. The testbank is 
available in word and as blackboard compatible.

The Flipped Classroom

A recent innovation that the authors of this manual 
have introduced at Columbia is the flipped classroom. 
Traditionally, many class sessions require pre-reading; 
then the instructor conducts a lecture/discussion session, 
frequently using slides or some other audiovisual aids.

The flipped classroom in part reverses this approach. Before 
class, students watch a video lecture. In class, the instructor 
conducts a more in-depth discussion since students come to 
class having seen and heard the basic material. Furthermore, 
the instructor may assign student groups to briefly recap 
the key points of the video lecture, then take the discussion 
further — critique the material, add more examples, and/or 
further develop ideas and concepts.

Using the flipped classroom requires a different set of 
pedagogic skills; furthermore, students typically have to 
work harder. But the results seem to justify the effort for both 
instructors and students.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Managing Marketing
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce students to the role of marketing in the modern corporation and to provide 
them with an introduction to important dimensions of marketing. They will also begin to develop a working vocabulary of 
marketing and other related business terminology.

Chapter Themes

• The fundamental business model: Customer value ➝ attract, retain, grow customers ➝ firm profits ➝ organizational 
survival and growth ➝ improved shareholder value

• Marketing success leads to business success.

• Marketing success improves shareholder value.

• Marketing and innovation as the core purposes of a business

• The role of marketing today

• Customer satisfaction and brand loyalty

• The linkage between value for the customer and value for the firm

• The changing external environment

• Marketing as a philosophy

• Marketing as an investment

• The six marketing imperatives

• The four marketing principles

• External and internal orientations

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
Although there is historical evidence of marketing success, we suggest a focus on current-day marketing challenges and 
opportunities as students engage in active learning through use of case studies and individual and team projects.

Be clear on what marketing expects to accomplish (attract, retain, and grow customers; deliver customer value; secure 
differential advantage; develop effective brands; engage customers with long-term solutions; provide clear and consistent 
communication), as well as what marketing is not (only advertising or sales).
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Topic Coverage Suggestion

50% Overview of the marketing discipline (terminology, value, business significance)

25% Current-day examples, written or video case on marketing significance

25% Introduce relevant projects that provide opportunity to apply lessons learned

Lecture/Discussion Content

• What does marketing mean today?

• What is marketing? (describe the role of marketing — using specific functional roles [e.g., product/brand manager] in 
organizations today)

• Marketing and shareholder value

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Grupo ICA

• How can Grupo ICA increase shareholder value to its customers even though the organization has filed for insolvency? 
Discuss in detail.

As an organization being founded in 1947, GICA had demonstrated the ability to survive throughout the years. 
However, since 2014, the company’s financial, legal, and management issues resulted in the company becoming 
insolvent. In order to regain profitability, the organization will need to implement significant structural and 
strategic changes to turn the organization around and regain profitability. Focusing on quality, service, and price 
would allow the organization to regain customer loyalty and increase shareholder value.

• Marketing as a philosophy: external, internal orientations

• The six marketing imperatives:

 Strategic Marketing
 – Imperative 1: Determine, recommend which markets to address.
 – Imperative 2: Identify, target market segments.
 – Imperative 3: Set strategic direction, positioning.

 Implementing the Market Strategy
 – Imperative 4: Design the market offer.
 – Imperative 5: Secure support from other functions.
 – Imperative 6: Monitor, control execution/ performance.

The point here is that, in general, people with marketing titles are not lazy; they do a lot of different things. The real issue is: 
Are they doing the right things as laid out in the six imperatives? For an easy-to-read discussion of marketing imperatives 
with lots of  examples, see N. Capon, The Marketing Mavens, New York: Crown Business, 2007.

Discussion Case: (Mexico) H-E-B Grocery

• What specific steps can H-E-B Mexico take to continue on its path of successful growth and innovation?

As an organization that started in the U.S. in 1905 and expanded into Mexico during 1997, H-E-B has been 
successful with operating a 52-store chain in Northern Mexican states. The company has been innovative and 
competitive by offering low prices to customers and even provided limited high quality products in selected stores. 
In order to remain competitive, the retailer will need to continue innovating and following the technological 
trends which may include quick home deliveries from the stores.
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• The four principles of marketing
 – Principle 1: Selectivity, Concentration (aka Concentration and Concession)
 – Principle 2: Customer Value
 – Principle 3: Differential Advantage
 – Principle 4: Integration

Discussion Case: (Peru) Group AJE (GAJE)

1. How do you think GAJE chooses which markets to address?
GAJE likely chooses which markets to address depending on the specific region it competes in as well as the 
intensity of the rivalry of the current competitors in the industry.

2. If GAJE decides to serve high-income consumers
a. What will be the impact on its positioning? 

If GAJE decides to serve high income consumers, the impact on its positioning would be limited since the 
company has a multibranding strategy.

b. Should GAJE modify its market offers? If yes, how? 
GAJE should modify its market offers to follow the market opportunities in each separate market area.

•  Terminology
 – Segmentation and targeting
 – Marketing imperatives (see above)
 – Principles of marketing (see above)
 – The role of sales
 – Marketing Mix: 4Ps — product, promotion, place (distribution), price
 – Branding, brand positioning, differentiation
 – Buyer (consumer or business) behavior
 – Communication (promotion, web-based messaging)

• Marketing as the voice of the customer

• The value of marketing research (primary and secondary, with  current-day examples)

• The challenges of marketing today

• The exciting opportunities marketers have today

• Examples of marketing success (e.g., partnerships, new brands, marketing decisions)

• How to measure marketing success (in both customer and business terms)

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following internal orientations focuses too heavily on short-term profits?

a. Operations orientation
b. Sales orientation
c. Finance orientation
d. Technology orientation
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2. The __________ is the total benefit package the firm provides customers.

a. Market offer
b. Selling proposition
c. Product feature
d. Price

3. Which of the following 4Ps focuses on how and where customers secure the product?

a. Product
b. Promotion
c. Place
d. Price

4. The principle of ____________ is about choosing the firm’s battles.

a. Selectivity, concentration
b. Customer value
c. Differential advantage
d. Integration

5. Differential advantage is similar to all of the following EXCEPT:

a. Competitive advantage
b. Unique selling proposition
c. Having an edge
d. All selections are correct

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. Aim to establish a working vocabulary of marketing, including identifying (and eliminating) 
preconceived myths (e.g., marketing is simply advertising and sales). Foster a clear understanding of the role of 
marketing — from concept definition to implementation and execution of a marketing plan.

Use many current-day examples of how brands evolve, how organizations communicate core benefits and values, 
and how marketers gain the support of internal functions as well as establish relationships with customers — consumers 
(B2C) and organizations (B2B). In addition, share a few examples that highlight inconsistencies or marketing failures 
resulting from poor execution of a plan or limited opportunity (e.g., misunderstood marketplace, inadequate marketing 
research, and/or just bad timing).

A quite common question that students will face in job interviews is: “What is marketing?” A good answer embraces 
the six marketing imperatives, the four principles, and marketing as a philosophy. Instructors can help students in a very 
tangible way by preparing them for this sort of question.

Regarding the firm’s overall orientation — external versus internal — and the extent to which it really understands 
the fundamental business model, we often ask how much time the CEO spends with customers. This is a simple (and 
probably flawed) but interesting proxy for the firm’s belief that, at the end of the day, customers are the firm’s only true 
assets.

• Discussion starter. Have students prepare:
 – A one-page document identifying what they believe are the two best marketing organizations in the world and the 
reasons for their choices. Give this assignment prior to the first class to get students thinking about marketing. Then:

 » Part way through the first class, put students in groups of four or five and ask them to come up with a list of three 
best marketing organizations. This task typically produces vigorous discussion as students narrow down their 
selections.
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 » Go around group-by-group and write the selections on the board.
 » Pick the two or three organizations that had the highest number of votes and ask students to explain why they 

chose these. Frequently, students make unexpected choices — recently I had the Roman Catholic Church — that 
can lead to an interesting discussion of marketing issues. This exercise excites students and opens them up to 
learning about marketing; it works well at all levels, up to and including senior executives.

• A list of what they think the function of marketing includes; job description of a marketing role (e.g. brand manager) 
to include roles and responsibilities, key skills, and experiences — this leads naturally into a discussion of marketing as 
imperatives, principles, and orientation.

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – The best marketing organizations (see above and in PowerPoint deck)
 – Describe roles and responsibilities for a marketing department.
 – Assess key skills for specific marketing functions.
 – Identify how marketing, sales, and advertising can support one another.

Distance Learning Considerations

As an introduction to marketing, the instructor should familiarize students with key terms and vocabulary through 
conversation (threaded discussions) by highlighting current-day marketing challenges — using concrete, well-known brand 
examples. Examples may include highlighting trends in appealing to children, teenagers, and baby boomers in the areas of 
fashion, music, entertainment, and electronics. Additionally, include what marketing is not, focusing on eliminating myths or 
preconceptions.

In addition, ask questions related to the role of a member of the marketing team (i.e., brand/product manager, sales, media 
planner, event planner, distribution channel, product development). Review how each member contributes to the business as 
well as delivering value to the targeted customer.

Project Descriptions

• Marketing roles and descriptions

• Marketing impact — to the customer (external) and to the brand (internal)

• Competitive assessment: Role-play two competitive brands (simulate strategy session).

• Budget decisions: Plan and decide how to allocate a marketing budget.

• Web solutions: Describe the role and expectations of the eCommerce (website) for a firm or brand.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Marketing management
 – Marketing strategy
 – Marketing segmentation and targeting
 – Brand positioning
 – Competitive assessment
 – Marketing mix
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CHAPTER 2

The Value of Customers
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
The purpose of this chapter is to engage students about the value of customers. In Chapter 1, we emphasize the notion of 
customers as firm assets and develop the relationship between attracting, retaining, and growing customers and improved 
profitability, organizational survival and growth, and enhanced shareholder value. In this chapter, we reemphasize the 
importance of attracting, retaining, and growing customers to firm success. The first part of the chapter moves from the 
general notion of the importance of customers to placing a quantitative value on customers via the customer lifetime value 
(CLV) concept. We discuss how to improve CLV and show the importance of measuring customer profitability as the vehicle 
for assessing CLV. We also show that, whereas attracting, retaining, and growing customers is, in general, a worthy firm 
objective, not all customers are firm assets. The second part of the chapter examines practical ways of binding customers closer 
to the firm. Specifically, we discuss customer relationship management (CRM) and customer loyalty programs.

Chapter Themes

• The concept of customer lifetime value (CLV)

• Increasing CLV

• Understanding how increased customer retention enhances profitability

• Acquiring new customers and CLV

• Options for addressing current and potential customers

• Measuring customer profitability

• Lack of profitability and other reasons to fire or reject customers

• Customer relationship management

• Designing customer loyalty programs

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
This chapter presents an analytical approach to defining and measuring CLV, and illustrates specific approaches to improve 
CLV. The instructor should be sure to move beyond CLV as an interesting customer measurement device to using CLV as the 
basis for hard-headed business decisions via customer relationship management (CRM) and customer loyalty programs.
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Topic Coverage Suggestion

40% Describe and apply the marketing significance of customer lifetime value

20% Detail the analytics of identifying and measuring customer profitability

20% Apply strategic lessons learned to real-world cases about profitable customers and selecting and retaining customers

10% Customer relationship management (CRM)

10% Customer loyalty programs

Lecture/Discussion Content

WHY CUSTOMERS ARE SO IMPORTANT FOR THE FIRM

• Customer lifetime value (CLV)

• Calculating CLV
 – Increasing CLV
 – Increase profit margin (m) earned from customers
 – Increase customer retention rate (r)

• Acquiring new customers

Discussion Case: (Cuba) Nestlé

• Based on the customer lifetime value (CLV) concept, do you think Nestlé increasing its investment in Cuba is a good 
decision? Why or why not? Discuss in detail.

Cuba represents a country that has demonstrated growth in consumption of food products. There is opportunity 
for Nestlé, especially since 80% of Cuba’s food is imported. Based on the CLV concept, investing in Cuba would be 
a good decision for Nestlé since consumers in Cuba have previously shown interest in consuming products offered 
by Nestlé. Retention rate is important and if Nestlé can continue to provide high quality products to consumers in 
Cuba, the probability of success for Nestlé in Cuba is high.

• Options for addressing customers
 – Current customers
 – Potential customers

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Farmacias Guadalajara

• With competition intensifying in the retail pharmacy and convenience store concept, what can Farmacias Guadalajara 
(FG; main subsidiary of Fragua Corporation) do to differentiate itself from the competition and continue to grow? 
Discuss in detail.

As competitors copy the success of Fragua Corporation’s business of integrating a pharmacy with a convenience 
store, FG will need to differentiate itself from the competition. In order to grow, FG has several options: grow its 
current customer base and/or acquire new customers. FG will need to establish new techniques likely involving 
new technology to perhaps shorten the delivery time for the customer. Other ideas may include offering basic 
medical services to customers who purchase from the pharmacy in the convenience store.

• Being selective about customers
 – Customer profitability
 – Customer suitability
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HOW TO BIND CUSTOMERS CLOSER TO THE FIRM

• Customer relationship management
 – Developing a CRM system
 – Assessing the value of customers, designing firm actions

• Customer loyalty programs
 – Value of rewards programs: customers
 – Value of the rewards program: firm

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Mujer Banorte (BN)

1. Is it profitable to serve the female segment? What are the future projections for this segment? 
As discussed in the case, serving the female segment has potential for growth in sales and profitability so it 
is profitable to serve the female segment which is becoming more economically active in the industry. Future 
projections for the female segment are optimistic as this segment represents an untapped market which has 
growing potential for sales and profits.

2. What strategies could BN use for addressing current female customers? 
BN can use the same strategies as the competition by offering complementary services that would help the 
female segment become more economically active especially since many are business women. Additionally, BN 
could advertise to reposition its brand to reach new market segments which include the female segment.

3. How can the Mujer Banorte Program compete with other banks, retain and grow market share in the female market 
segment? 
BN will need to compete directly with other brands but also differentiate itself from the competition. Creative 
strategies will need to be implemented by BN to retain and grow market share in the female segment market.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. __________ is the number of customers at the end of the year (who were customers at the start of the year), divided by the 
number of customers at the start of the year.

a. Retention rate
b. Defection rate
c. Profit margin rate
d. Churn rate

2. Which of the following is NOT one of the three ways to improve CLV?

a. Increase profit margin
b. Increase discount rate
c. Increase retention rate
d. Reduce interest rate

3. All of the following represent options for addressing current customers EXCEPT:

a. Retain customers
b. Grow customers
c. Acquire customers
d. Delete customers
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4. Which of the following is NOT one of the three broad options for addressing potential customers?

a. Retrieve customers
b. Acquire customers
c. Ignore customers
d. Retain customers

5. All of the following are types of data included in a CRM system EXCEPT:

a. Customer characteristics
b. Customer purchase history
c. Customer value to the firm
d. All selections are types of data included in a CRM system

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. Emphasize the critical importance of CLV to the survival and long-term health of a firm. Focus on the 
fundamental understanding of customer satisfaction, brand differentiation, creating brand loyalty, identifying profitable 
customers, and engaging existing and new customers. Once this background is clear, begin processing the measurements 
of business profitability and measuring long-term success, while focusing on specific customer-focused strategies.

Depending on the class, sometimes it’s worth starting the CLV discussion by identifying the year 1 contribution to 
CLV, then year 2, etc., using specific margins and retention rates by year. The instructor can show that this formula is 
difficult to manipulate, but an assumption of constant margin and constant retention rate leads to the useful margin 
multiple. The Marketing Enrichment material can be useful for this discussion.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – What firms go out of their way to make their customers feel like important assets? How do they accomplish this 
objective?

 – What are some examples of profitable and unprofitable firms? What could these firms do to improve or maintain 
financial strength?

 – What firms do you know that are very focused in the approach to their markets?
 – In what loyalty programs have you participated? How would you assess your experiences?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – Describe how firms can go about creating customer loyalty.
 – Provide examples of financially successful firms. What have they accomplished in their customer relationships to 
sustain financial health?

 – Is profitability more important than market share, units sold, or other financial measures? Why?

Distance Learning Considerations

This chapter requires an extensive amount of dialogue (threaded discussion or chat room) around CLV and the role of 
marketing in creating and enhancing CLV, measuring customer profitability, and identifying profitable customers — current 
and potential. As in the classroom, it is essential that students exhibit an understanding of the importance of establishing 
longterm customer relationships, identifying and engaging profitable customers, and remaining innovative to accomplish 
these goals.
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Forming teams can bridge the gap between those strong in analytics and those strong in understanding and recognizing 
specific brand strategies aimed at penetrating profitable markets. Finally, a valuable approach is for students to share their 
experiences with loyalty programs to seek some common ground on good design parameters. Questions to discuss include:

• How should firms use the CLV concept for making marketing decisions?

• Many firms seem to put extensive resources into establishing customer relationship management (CRM) systems. Do you 
think that this is money well spent?

Project Descriptions

• In-class project. Have students evaluate short-term gain (e.g., trendy brand) versus longterm profitability.

• Define and measure customer profitability for a highly competitive market (e.g. newspapers, on-line financial planning). 
Evaluate for a six- to 12-month cycle.

• Describe and recommend effective market strategies that should lead to long-term brand loyalty (beyond loyalty 
programs), and result in market share increases and higher profits.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Customer lifetime value
 – Customer retention
 – Customer acquisition
 – Generating long-term customer satisfaction
 – Brand loyalty
 – Measuring customer profitability
 – Customer value proposition
 – Customer satisfaction
 – Increasing brand loyalty
 – Competitive strategy
 – Customer profitability
 – Loyalty programs
 – www.colloquy.com
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CHAPTER 3

Market Insight
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Our aim is to identify and discuss the key areas of market insight that the firm should secure. In particular, we focus on 
market structure and market and product evolution, together with industry forces and environmental forces that the firm 
faces.

Chapter Themes

• Gaining market insight

• Market structure and products serving the market

• Factors driving market sizes

• Distinctions between and among product class, product form, product line, product item

• A life-cycle approach to market and product evolution

• Porter’s five-forces industry model plus a sixth force

• Environmental forces that affect all industry players using the PESTLE acronym

• Interactions between and among PESTLE forces

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The major focus of this chapter is on forming a deep understanding of the market — market insight. Key considerations are 
learning about the structure of a market and how to recognize market trends, population shifts, technological changes, and 
socioeconomic shifts that impact market size and hence business opportunities. Students also learn to use several frameworks 
to heighten their understanding of how the market may evolve. Frameworks include life cycles, Porter’s industry forces 
model, and the set of environmental forces under the PESTLE acronym. The material in this chapter is especially useful for 
opportunity identification.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

50% Highlight the concept of market insight, using several examples, like Netflix, to understand market trends to identify 
opportunities

25% Capture relevant and timely data to assess marketing trends versus fads

25% Evolve market strategies to take account of market evolution
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• Market structure
 – The market
 – Products serving the market
 – Firm products

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Sabritas

• In order to stay competitive, how often should an organization change its product offerings? Discuss in detail.

The rate at which an organization should change its product offerings would depend on the industry and the 
competition. In the food industry, annual reviews of product portfolios are important to keep growing the 
company’s sales and profits. In the technology industry, launching innovative products and/or services may need 
to be more frequent, possibly three or four times per year.

 – Factors affecting market size
 – Market, sales potentials, forecasts

• Market, product evolution
 – The family of life cycles
 – Product-form life cycles

• Industry forces
 – Current direct competitors
 – New direct entrants
 – Indirect competitors
 – Suppliers
 – Buyers

• Environmental forces
 – Political
 – Economic
 – Sociocultural
 – Technological

Discussion Case: (Brazil) Regulatory Failure

• What steps can the Brazilian government take to effectively implement the goal of using 1% of corporate revenues for 
R&D to create concrete innovations? Discuss in detail.

As stated in the case, the Brazilian government will need to partner with research institutions such as universities 
to create innovations from the R&D requirements of the oil and gas companies. Additionally, the Brazilian 
government will need to develop and implement rules and regulations to guide the implementation of innovation 
as required.

 – Legal/regulatory
 – Environmental (physical)
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Discussion Case: (Mexico) OxxoGas

1. Identify industry forces that new entrants face in Mexico’s gas station industry. 
Industry forces that new entrants face in Mexico’s gas station industry include:

• Current direct competitors after gas stations were privatized
• New direct entrants as more competition will enter the market
• Buyers as customers will have many choices of gas station brands

2. What environmental forces affect competitive rivalry? 
The environmental forces that affect competitive rivalry include:

• Political as the industry was privatized
• Economic as prices may decline due to increased competition
• Sociocultural because consumer purchasing trends will become a factor in choosing a gas station brand
• Legal as new laws are expected to be implemented in the industry as a result of privatization

3. As a senior executive with Gulf, what issues concern you about a possible market entry? 
One significant issue with possible market entry is the privatization of gas stations. As a new entrant, Gulf 
could lose control of its new facilities if gas stations were to become nationalized by the Mexican government.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. The risk of defining a market too narrowly, because of biases or insufficient data is called _________.

a. target marketing
b. market segmentation
c. marketing myopia
d. market expansion

2. Which of the following best describes a group of products offered by competing firms serving a subset of customer needs in 
a similar manner?

a. Product class
b. Product form
c. Product item
d. Product mix

3. Which of the following stages of the product life cycle experiences sales growth similar to GNP and have most sales 
originating from repeat/loyal users?

a. Introduction
b. Growth
c. Maturity
d. Decline

4. A(n) ___________ is described as two entities combining as equal partners.

a. merger
b. acquisition
c. divestiture
d. spin-off
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5. Which of the following is NOT one of the PESTLE forces?

a. Production force
b. Economic force
c. Sociocultural force
d. Legal force

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. Use the latest research highlighting market trends (e.g., eCommerce and social media sites — Airbnb, 
Amazon, Netflix, Facebook, Google/Bing, Groupon, LinkedIn, Match/Tinder, Uber/Lyft, YouTube) to reflect ongoing 
application interests. Push students to identify the market forces that led to these opportunities.

Straight lecturing on market insight can get a little boring. We have found the best approaches to be those that are 
heavily example-based. The professor could just pick a firm/brand at random and ask students to generate market 
insights based on the fourfold structure in the chapter. Or students could be put in groups to identify their own firm/
brand, and then report their findings to the class. The latter approach has the benefit that students typically choose firms/
brands that they already know something about; hence, insight and learning is greater.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – What are some firms, brands, or products/services that have developed and/or evolved in the past three years? Of 
what opportunities did they take advantage? What key challenges did/do they face? Was the timing relevant? What 
market insight led to identifying the opportunity?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – See teaching tips above.
 – Describe general themes that engage today’s consumers.
 – How do Generation Xers and Millennials approach an interest in new products/services differently from how Baby 
Boomers did years ago?

Distance Learning Considerations

There is a unique opportunity here to capture current-day data on a variety of industries that highlight trends and fads, along 
with examples of how brands and industries evolve.

The remote learning opportunity here is to learn from others by sharing current-day data, massaging information to assess 
potential marketability, sharing and learning from class members (using threaded discussion) on the significance of capturing 
key data, and focusing on information (e.g., financial services, insurance, pharmaceuticals) that relates to potential brand 
evolution and consumer trends.

A key aspect here is not to generalize, but to divide the class into groups based on industry background, function, or geo-
graphic focus. Have students engage in dialogue that represents cross-industry discussion on:

• gathering market insight

• what data to focus on

• leading indicators of marketability and brand evolution

• benefits and risks of specific strategies

• stage of the life-cycle relevance

• external considerations in brand evolution
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Project Descriptions

• Select a product/market and develop alternative scenarios.

• Marketing roles and descriptions

• Marketing impact — to the customer (external) and to the brand (internal)

• Competitive assessment: Role-play two competitive brands (simulate strategy session).

• Budget decisions: Plan and decide how to allocate a marketing budget.

• Web solutions: Describe the role and expectations of the eCommerce (web site) for the brand.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Product line planning
 – Brand strategy
 – Brand evolution
 – New business development
 – Technology-based marketing opportunities
 – Product life cycle
 – Market evolution
 – Market planning
 – Product/brand planning
 – Life-cycle management
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CHAPTER 4

Customer Insight
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
This is the second of three chapters on securing insight; here we address customer insight. The aim of this chapter is to show 
students how to secure a deep understanding of customers to better enable the firm to engage them in a journey to generate 
long-term loyalty. In particular, students learn to identify customers, to discern their needs and wants, and to understand how 
customers buy. They also examine the many influences on consumer (B2C) and organizational (B2B) purchase processes.

Chapter Themes

• The components of securing customer insight

• Different types of customer and various roles in the purchase decision

• Distinctions between attributes and features, and benefits and values

• Hierarchies of needs, features, and values

• Functional, psychological, and economic benefits and values

• Characteristics of benefits and values and customer experiences

• Customer purchase-decision processes

• Customer purchase-decision categories

• Influences on consumer purchase processes (B2C)

• Influences on organizational purchase processes (B2B)

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The major focus of this chapter is on forming a deep understanding of customers by securing insight. We want students to be 
able to identify customers, understand their needs, and know how they value the offers that firms make. We also want them 
to understand that customers go through a decision process before committing to a purchase, and that many factors influence 
the purchase process. Students should be very clear that the firm must secure good customer insight before committing 
marketing resources. (Note that in B2B marketing, customers are sometimes called accounts.)

Topic Coverage Suggestion

30% Identifying customers

30% Customer needs, benefits, and values

20% The purchase-decision process

20% Influences on the purchase-decision process
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• Who are the customers?
 – Macro-level customers, micro-level customers
 – Roles in the purchase decision
 – Current customers, potential customers
 – Direct customers, indirect customers

• What do customers need/want?
 – Customer needs: recognized versus latent
 – Attributes/features versus benefits/values
 – Hierarchies — needs, features, benefits, values
 – Functional, psychological, economic benefits/values
 – Characteristics of benefits/values
 – Beyond customer benefits/values —customer experiences

• How do customers buy?
 – Purchase-decision stages

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Bodas Helps Couples Plan Their Wedding Day

• How can Bodas further strengthen its relationship with its customers? Discuss in detail.

Bodas demonstrates effective application of strategies to strengthen its relationship with its customers. Making 
recommendations and prioritizing alternatives increases the likelihood of success in a couple’s wedding plans. As 
Bodas continues to satisfy customers it must also find ways to differentiate itself from competitors entering the 
industry.

• Influences on consumer purchase decisions
 – Environmental
 – Individual

Discussion Case: (Mexico) El Buen Fin – The Best Time to Buy

• El Buen Fin encompasses consumer values and culture to drive purchases during a specific time period. Do you think 
the implementation of the program is effective? Why or why not? Discuss in detail.

The case illustrates that El Buen Fin has been successful as it encourages customers to buy goods in Mexico instead 
of purchasing abroad during a specific time period. The adaptation of marketing strategies to focus on culture 
and situational influences is also very important as this would allow marketers to customize product and service 
offerings to improve customer satisfaction and increase sales.

• Influences on organizational purchase decisions
 – Changes in the procurement process
 – Evolution in buyer-seller relationships
 – Increased corporate attention to procurement
 – Reducing the number of suppliers
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Discussion Case: (Ecuador) Editorial Televisa Ecuador (ETE) – Repositioning via Customer Insight

1. How has Maslow’s hierarchy of needs helped ETE shape content for its new magazines? 
Using Maslow’s hierarchy of needs as a model for marketing strategy, ETE was able to understand that Caras 
readers were more sophisticated thereby repositioning Caras to satisfy the consumers at the social and ego 
needs levels.

2. How does consumer research help determine repositioning for ETE’s magazine portfolio and the distribution strategy? 
Consumer research was able to help answer questions related to identifying the customers and determining 
their needs and wants and understanding how they preferred to buy. This helped ETE to effectively reposition 
the ETE portfolio and increase its success rate.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following roles in the purchase decision process is described as having power to impede access to influencers 
and decision-makers?

a. Coach
b. Specifier
c. Gatekeeper
d. Influencer

2. __________ are design elements/functions the firm builds into product/services — typically of great concern to design 
engineers.

a. Attributes/features
b. Benefits
c. Values
d. Needs

3. Which of the following is NOT one of the groups in Maslow’s classic framework that identifies five major need groups?

a. Psychological
b. Social
c. Self-awareness
d. Ego

4. ____________ typically satisfy needs for status, affiliation, reassurance, and security.

a. Psychological benefits/values
b. Functional benefits/values
c. Economic benefits/values
d. Instrumental benefits/values

5. Which of the following best describes the category in which customers cannot assess value until long after the purchase?

a. Search
b. Use
c. Tangible
d. Credence
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Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. This is a critical chapter for students. It is worth spending sufficient time on the material; there’s a lot of 
it. The threefold framework of customer identification; customer needs and wants; and the purchase-decision process 
works very well. Cases can be useful to make the various topics come alive. The ICI Fibers case (available from the case 
list) does a good job of identifying customers at both the macro and micro levels. SaleSoft (A) does a good job on the 
purchase-decision process.

We make the point very strongly that the way to think about identifying customers is to cast a broad net. Later, the 
firm may decide it should not treat a particular entity as a customer, but this approach may turn up interesting entities 
that the firm had not previously considered (think Intel Inside), as well as avoiding the problem of missing what turns 
out to be a crucial entity. We also like to ask students about unusual customer purchase behavior. For example, we 
came across a man who walked into a GM dealership in Shanghai and bought 24 Hummers. Another man purchased a 
Lamborghini Murciélago LP640 and later complained that the battery had run down: It turned out that he never drove 
the car; he just played the car radio in his garage!

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – Suppose you are the brand manager for ____________ (the instructor selects a brand). 
 – For the brand just identified, what individuals and/or organizations must the firm convince about the benefits and 
values it offers?

 – How do B2B customers differ from B2C customers in the benefits and values they seek in products/services?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – Suppose you are hosting a focus group with the objective of understanding the consumer decision process for a new 
online service. What questions would you ask to gain customer insight? In what order?

Distance Learning Considerations

As you would in a classroom setting, aim to have students understand how to capture insightful data that reveals: 1) how 
consumers think; 2) how they learn; 3) what influences them; 4) what inspires long-term loyalty; and 5) how the firm can 
motivate the purchasing process.

Additionally, review (using threaded discussions) how to better understand and predict the buyer decision process for specific 
brands (e.g., online news/ sport site, local clothing retailer, local mechanic, food store, or an accounting service targeted to 
businesses).

Form discussion groups to generate industry-specific insights (asking questions around brand preference, communications 
objectives, distinguishing among many acceptable offers, engaging customers, captivating long-term interest). The instructor 
can use industries ranging from B2C (retailers, online music, coffee shops), B2B (marketing firms, accounting firms, insurance 
organizations), and also C2C (auction sites like eBay).

Online discussions should capture both the challenges and opportunities in engaging many types of customers. The aim is to 
learn about the complex process of decision-making and the challenges for firms to distinguish their brands.
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Project Descriptions

• Have students examine a specific industry like insurance, higher education, credit cards, bottled water, or information 
technology services and focus on:

 – How do consumers (or business customers) develop decision criteria for purchases?
 – How can firms capture relevant information to better understand and predict purchase behavior from both 
existing and new customers? Students should include the entire purchasing process, from recognizing problems to 
postpurchase processes.

 – Review the relationship between building long-term customer satisfaction with the opportunity to engage customers 
for the long term.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Consumer behavior
 – Organizational purchase behavior
 – Macro-level customers
 – Micro-level customers
 – Purchasing roles
 – Decision-making unit (DMU)
 – Direct customers
 – Indirect customers
 – Latent needs
 – Product attributes and features
 – Customer benefits
 – The features/benefits/value ladder
 – Economic value
 – Economic value for the customer
 – Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
 – Customer experiences
 – The purchase-decision process
 – Decision-making process (DMP)
 – Linear-compensatory model
 – Purchase-decision categories
 – Influences on consumer purchasing (B2C)
 – Influences on organizational purchasing (B2B)
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CHAPTER 5

Insight about Competitors,  
Company, Complementers

For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
This is the third of three chapters on securing insight; here we address how to identify, describe, evaluate, project, and manage 
competitors. Students learn that the competitive set is not static, but rather evolves continuously. They also learn about several 
well-developed processes for securing competitive data. Students learn a comprehensive framework to describe competitors, 
together with powerful tools that evaluate competitors’ strategic options. Students also learn how to project competitors’ future 
actions and how to get competitors to behave in ways that are beneficial to the firm. Finally, students learn
about complementers and different forms of complementarity.

Chapter Themes

• Identifying competitors

• Direct and indirect competitors

• Actual and potential competitors

• Describing competitors

• Evaluating competitors

• Projecting competitors’ actions

• Managing competitors

• Securing data for competitive insight

• Signaling

• Complementers and different types of complementarity

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
This is the third of three chapters on the types of insight the firm must have to develop robust market strategies. Here, we 
focus on competitors. In identifying competitors — direct and indirect, actual and potential — we make the same point as 
with identifying customers. If the firm casts a broad net, it can avoid being blindsided by a new (and possibly unorthodox) 
competitor. Getting students to identify the competitive set for current firms and products using the direct and indirect/actual 
and potential framework really drives the point home. The best way for students to learn the other components for developing 
competitor insight is to actually do it. Students can choose their own target firm/product/brand, or the instructor may select 
and then compare what students (groups) come up with.
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Topic Coverage Suggestion

20% Identifying competitors

20% Describing competitors

20% Evaluating competitors — focus on competitor assessment analysis and game theory

20% Projecting competitors’ actions

10% Managing competitors

10% Complementers

Lecture/Discussion Content

COMPETITORS

• Developing competitive insight

• Identify competitors – Step 1
 – Structure of competition
 – Competitive dynamics
 – The firm as a competitor

Discussion Case: (Peru) LATAM Airlines

• In a competitive environment, how can organizations such as LATAM Airlines stay up to date on competitive intensity? 
Discuss in detail.

LATAM Airlines will need to continuously evaluate the industry so it can be proactive and prevent the competition 
from taking away any of its market share. Since the airline industry competes on service, quality, and then price, 
LATAM will need to use market research surveys to stay on top of customer satisfaction so it does not lose any 
customers to the competition.

• Describe competitors – Step 2
 – Collecting competitor data
 – Competitive data sources
 – Processes to secure competitive data
 – Framework to describe competitors
 – Putting it all together

• Evaluate competitors – Step 3
 – Competitor assessment analysis (CAA)

• Project competitor actions – Step 4

• Manage competitors – Step 5

THE COMPANY

• Company assessment analysis

COMPLEMENTERS

• Independent organizations

• Competitors
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Discussion Case: (Mexico) Competitors as Complementers

• List and discuss four existing trends that can increase economies of scale for auto manufacturers in Mexico.

Current benefits and trends from the automotive clusters in Mexico include cost reduction and technology 
transfer. Other benefits include innovation for new vehicle development. If competitors are able to work 
together on new technologies and innovations, there would likely be economies of scale for these areas for auto 
manufacturers in Mexico.

 – Strong complementarity
 – Unwelcome complementarity

Discussion Case: (Mexico) AXA Seguros

1. Identify AXA competitors in your country. 
In the United States, AXA competitors include AIG, Barclays, and Sun Life Financial.

2. What companies are AXA’s indirect competitors? 
AXA’s indirect competitors might include independent financial advisors who provide similar services as AXA 
but do not compete directly with AXA.

3. What companies are AXA’s potential direct competitors? 
Prudential insurance as well as financial and banking institutions would be potential direct competitors to 
AXA since they offer similar services but may not be targeting customers in the same geographic region.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. All of the following are examples of questions that marketers seeks answers regarding competitive insight EXCEPT:

a. What competitors cannot do
b. What competitors will not do
c. What competitor actions will put them at a disadvantage
d. All of the selections represent relevant questions that marketers seeks answers to regarding competitive insight.

2. Which of the following is NOT one of the forces that represent competition in the five-forces model?

a. Non-existing competitors
b. Current direct competitors
c. New direct entrants
d. Indirect competitors

3. __________ level data provides information about how a competitor allocates resources across various product lines in the 
business where the firm competes.

a. Corporate
b. Market
c. Business
d. Market segment

4. All of the following are examples of quantitative data EXCEPT:

a. Competitive manager expertise
b. Market share
c. Profitability
d. Sales revenue
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5. Which of the following is NOT an example of competitor back office complementarity?

a. Italian tile manufacturers jointly purchase freight to reduce international shipping costs.
b. Major airlines collaborate in interline arrangements to move luggage.
c. Retail brokerage houses work closely with competitors to clear trade.
d. All selections are examples of competitor back office complementarity.

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. We typically start the class by referring to the fundamental business model — Chapter 1 (Figure 1.1, p. 
2) to make the point that knowing a lot about customers is insufficient. To be successful, the firm must deliver value to 
customers, but do so better than competitors; hence, the firm must know a good deal about them. We link back to the 
industry forces (Porter) five-forces model from Chapter 3 (Figure 3.3, p. 22) to show that identifying competitors is the 
crucial first step. The firm cannot and will not address every competitor in its market strategy, but it must avoid being 
blindsided. When we have completed a discussion of identifying competitors, we move through the framework for 
gaining competitive insight (Figure 5.1, p. 38). We then show that the framework for competitor insight leads to company 
insight, before moving to a discussion of complementers.

• Discussion starter. The instructor selects a product/brand and asks students:
 – What are the current direct and indirect competitors?
 – What are the potential direct and indirect competitors?
 – What would you like to know about these competitors?
 – How would you go about securing this information?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions. Use one of the case studies in the text and have students play a war 
game.

 – Each team develops a three-to-five-year market strategy.
 – Each team presents its market strategy.
 – Each team then revisits its strategy based on what they heard from their competitors.

Distance Learning Considerations

Threaded discussions should generate many real-world anecdotes on how various firms compete — the actions that students 
observe in the market. Then students should try to infer firm objectives, along with broad-brush strategies. This exercise 
gives students experience in reverseengineering a firm’s market strategy. Note that in the market we observe only the firm’s 
implementation actions; we must reverse-engineer to understand the market strategy behind the implementation. To gain 
deep insight into competitive behavior, the instructor should ensure the discussion involves both B2B and B2C situations, and 
both products and services.

The instructor should establish dialog around the purpose and objective of competitive strategy in each case, the timeliness of 
action taken, and expected result — from the firm and student perspectives (for both short-term and long-term implications).

Project Descriptions

• Several team (in-class) projects mentioned above:
 – Use the major tools for describing, evaluating, and projecting competitor behavior on competitors in a variety of 
industries.

 – In particular, we strongly advocate providing students with a war game experience.
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Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Competitive structure
 – Porter model
 – Competitive dynamics
 – Internal competition
 – Competitive intelligence
 – Value-chain analysis
 – Partnerships
 – Alliances
 – Networks
 – SWOT
 – Game theory
 – Misinformation
 – Scenarios
 – Scenario planning
 – Signaling
 – Strategic planning
 – Complementers
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TRANSITION TO

Strategic Marketing

The purpose of this short section is to help students transition from the insight material — situation analysis — in Section 2 
to strategic marketing — Section 3. The basic vehicle for this transition is planning assumptions; the Figure T.1 visual nicely 
captures this transition. The instructor should ensure that students are clear about the two core dimensions of assumptions — 
magnitude of effect and probability of occurrence.

Project Description

• As you plan your approach for securing your dream job, form a list of important assumptions. For each assumption, 
assess the magnitude of effect and probability of occurrence.
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CHAPTER 6

Identifying, Choosing Opportunities
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
This is the first of five chapters to focus on Strategic Marketing. Chapter 6 addresses Marketing Imperative 1 — Determine, 
Recommend Which Markets to Address. The chapter lays out a solid framework for thinking about market opportunities 
including a strategy for growth, screening criteria for individual opportunities, and implementation. By following such 
a systematic process, the firm can improve its chances of investing in opportunities that are ultimately successful, while 
simultaneously reducing the risk of investing in opportunities that fail.

Chapter Themes

• Identifying growth opportunities

• A strategy for growth including vision, mission, growth path, and timing of entry

• Screening potential opportunities to select those in which the firm will invest

• Implementing growth strategies

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
Peter Drucker has said that the firm has two major purposes — marketing and innovation. There are many possibilities for 
innovation in marketing; this chapter focuses on strategic innovation, the type that can spawn new businesses. There is a 
great opportunity to generate many student perspectives on how businesses generate ideas for new business ventures, new 
partnership opportunities, and new ways of looking at, and growing, their businesses.

The broad purpose of the chapter is to highlight the importance of establishing a framework for pursuing strategic innovation. 
The firm must be forward-looking, willing to take risks, and aim to establish and re-establish itself in the minds of current 
and future customers as well as potential partners. Once the firm has established an overarching framework for searching for 
opportunities, it must assess them by clarifying the benefits and risks, and then implement those that it chooses.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

10% Establish purpose/objective/foundation for strategic growth thinking

20% Provide concrete examples/applications of identifying and evaluating growth opportunities

30% Outline the strategic growth process

20% Describe how to research, evaluate, and justify strategic plans using screening criteria

20% Provide a basis for implementing the selected growth strategy
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• Strategy for growth
 – Vision
 – Mission
 – Growth path

Discussion Case: (Brazil) Havaianas

• Discuss the reason a geographic-driven strategy for growth was successful for Havaianas when sales were previously on 
a decline.

Havaianas appears to have been competing based on cost leadership as it targeted low-income consumers. 
However, as the company expanded geographically into 60 other countries, the Havaianas brand was able to be 
repositioned as a fashion brand with only minor modifications applied to the product. The brand became stronger 
thus allowing the company to add new products such as bags, sunglasses, and towels.

Discussion Case: (Brazil) Toyota

• Discuss how Toyota was able to utilize the excess production capacity at existing plants in Brazil to offset costs at the 
facilities.

As Toyota experienced low sales in Brazil, the company management realized that it was possible to export 
products to other countries. Therefore, in an effort to capitalize on capacity opportunities, the company produced 
in Brazil and exported in Latin America.

 – Timing of entry

• Screening criteria: evaluating opportunies
 – Objectives
 – Compatibility (fit)
 – Core competence
 – Synergy
 – Contribution to the venture portfolio

• Implementing growth strategies
 – Internal development
 – Insourcing
 – Outsourcing
 – Acquisition
 – Strategic alliance
 – Licensing, technology purchase/sale
 – Equity investment

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Co’munity Business (CB)

1. What do you recommend as a growth path for CB? 
CB should continue on its path to target other markets for its services. As the company secures additional 
market share in the targeted countries, it can launch new products and serves to the targeted areas.

2. What criteria should CB use for deciding whether or not to enter the U.S. market? 
CB should utilize screening criteria and base its decision to enter the U.S. using items such as financial 
stability as well as competition intensity.
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Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the four components for creating a growth strategy?

a. Vision
b. Mission
c. Timing of entry
d. Reengineering

2. In which of the following strategies does a firm focus its effort on existing (or slightly modified) products in existing 
markets?

a. Market penetration
b. Product growth
c. Market growth
d. Product/market diversification

3. Companies implementing a _________ strategy enter mature markets with limited product lines and base low-price/low-
cost strategies on value engineering, efficient production, low overhead and aggressive procurement.

a. me-too
b. pioneer
c. segmenter
d. follow-the-leader

4. All of the following are standard financial measures used to assess revenue/profit potential EXCEPT:

a. Payback
b. Return on investment
c. Market potential
d. Internal rate of return

5. When a firm implements a(n) __________ strategy, it captures more added value in the supply chain by undertaking 
additional activities in developing, producing, marketing, distributing, and promoting.

a. insourcing
b. outsourcing
c. acquisition
d. restructuring

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. This chapter provides a solid framework for addressing opportunities; its aim is to improve the firm’s 
chances for success and to reduce its chances of failure. In addition to lecturing through the material, it’s a good idea 
for the class to study some real-world examples. One way is to identify a firm that has invested significantly in new 
opportunities, some of which were successful and others that were not. These may range from internal developments to 
mergers and acquisitions and partnerships. Of course, these data may be difficult to secure, but the general idea is for 
students to try to identify why some were successful and others not successful. Hopefully, they can use the frameworks in 
this chapter to help explain their findings.

Another approach is to use the business press to identify some recent announcements of mergers, acquisitions, and/
or joint ventures and to assess the chances for success. The instructor could also take a current well-known firm, have 
students identify potential opportunities, then decide which ones the firm should invest in and which it should not. This 
approach typically generates vigorous discussion.
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• Discussion starter. Ask students the following question:
 – If Jackson Inc. (fictional) continues with its current strategy, management expects revenue and profit growth will be 
five percent annually. The board of directors has requested ten percent annual growth and set a stretch target of 15 
percent. How should the firm approach closing these gaps?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – Divide students into two groups. One group identifies firms that have done a good job with their growth strategies 
and attempts to explain the successes. The other group identifies firms that have done a poor job with their growth 
strategies and attempts to explain the failures. Hopefully, the instructor can use the frameworks in this chapter to 
explain the successes and failures.

Distance Learning Considerations

This chapter requires a lot of examples, applications, and clarification on the process of developing growth strategy as well as 
the business due diligence required. Some formal evaluation using recent case studies supports the opportunity for students 
both to think outside the box and use their business acumen. Have students form three- or four-person teams, then share their 
understanding (using concrete examples) of:

• When a firm should develop a growth strategy

• Successful and unsuccessful growth strategies

• When and how the firm should identify partners for success

Using threaded discussions, the instructor should set up conversations to engage students to share their experiences as 
business professionals by focusing on the growth strategy journey and process. Successful engagement requires encouraging 
students to think creatively about growth strategy while also being analytic in probing the reasons for success and failure. 
Students can learn a great deal from one another, but of course they may come up with extreme/unusual examples that do not 
depict a consistent methodology.

Project Descriptions

• Using a current-day example, describe the steps in implementing a growth strategy:
 – Strategy for growth
 – Screening criteria
 – Implementation

• Firms use several implementation methods for growth strategies. These include internal development, insourcing, 
outsourcing, acquisition, strategic alliance, licensing and technology purchase, and equity investment. Select two 
methods and provide examples of how you can engage a potential partner. Determine criteria for partner selection; what 
issues, conflicts, etc. should you be prepared to address?
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Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Strategic growth
 – Strategic planning
 – Growth strategy
 – Market development
 – Market growth
 – New markets
 – Vision
 – Mission
 – Growth path
 – Diversification
 – Business expansion and extension
 – Conglomeration
 – Timing of market entry
 – Core competence
 – Synergy
 – Venture portfolio
 – Insourcing
 – Outsourcing
 – Acquisitions
 – Strategic alliance
 – Joint venture
 – Partnerships
 – Licensing
 – Technology purchase
 – Equity investment
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CHAPTER 7

Market Segmentation, Targeting
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 7 focuses on the second marketing imperative — Identify, Target Market Segments. The chapter’s goal is to show 
students that firms should not typically approach a market as a whole, but rather decompose the market into relatively 
homogeneous groups based on customer needs — market segments. The chapter discusses approaches to segmentation and 
presents numerous examples. The latter part of the chapter shifts from the creative and analytic task of identifying segments to 
the decision-oriented task of targeting individual segments. We defer discussion of positioning until Chapter 8.

Chapter Themes

• Market segments

• The market-segmentation process

• Levels of segmentation

• Developing market segments

• Effective criteria for forming market segments

• Market segmentation examples

• Key questions about market segments

• Targeting market segments

• The multifactor matrix approach to targeting (strategic position analysis)

• Market segmentation and targeting and firm size

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
Students should leave this chapter being very clear about the role of market segmentation as a fundamental precursor to 
developing the market strategy. They should clearly understand the distinction between the creative and/or analytic process of 
developing market segments, and the decision-oriented task of deciding which segment(s) to target. In general, we find that 
this chapter benefits from lots of examples — some presented by the instructor and others that students develop in class or via 
project work. The instructor should focus strongly on different approaches to forming segments and the criteria for forming 
effective segments. We also find it highly valuable to work through a targeting example for a firm using the process described 
in the chapter.
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Topic Coverage Suggestion

30% Review purpose, value, and benefits of effective segmentation

30% Approaches to developing market segments

20% Current-day segmentation challenges and opportunities

20% Multifactor matrix approach to targeting market segments

Lecture/Discussion Content

• The market-segmentation process
 – Levels of segmentation
 – Developing market segments
 – Forming market segments: methodological approaches

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Nintendo

• As video game consumers in Mexico tend to be younger than in other countries, what additional segmentation criteria 
can Nintendo apply to the video game consumer market in Mexico to help sustain organizational growth? Discuss in 
detail.

In Mexico, Nintendo could also diversify and target middle-tier users to generate additional revenues since rivalry 
for the younger target market may already be intense and the market saturated among the current competition. 
Nintendo will need to continue searching for new ways to increase sales and may want to consider psychographic 
and lifestyle segmentation as alternatives methods.

• Market segments
 – Market segmentation example

Discussion Case: (Argentina) Samsung

• In addition to using age-based demographic segmentation, what other segmentation criteria can Samsung use to 
continue its success in Argentina? Discuss in detail.

Although age-based segmentation may often be used by competitors such as Samsung, the company could also 
target the business professional segment which may offer additional income revenue opportunities.

 – Key questions about market segments
 – Should we target large segments or small segments?

• Targeting market segments
 – Multifactor matrix approach to targeting (strategic position analysis)

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Lala

1. How do you assess the relationship between the various milk market segments? 
The milk market segments are related through commonality and the theme of packaging and communication. 
A common branding theme is also consistent through the various milk market segments.

2. How should Soriana make procurement decisions for Lala’s various milk brands? 
Soriana should always purchase the highest quality possible products to produce Lala’s various milk brands. 
The company should also ensure that customer satisfaction is at its peak.
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Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the three steps in the market segmentation process?

a. Segmentation
b. Targeting
c. Integration
d. Positioning

2. The segmentation methodology that is highly judgmental, requiring significant conceptual skill is called __________.

a. qualitative
b. quantitative
c. statistical
d. fundamental

3. Examples of demographic candidate descriptor segmentation variables include all of the following EXCEPT:

a. Education
b. Family size
c. Personality
d. National origin

4. Which of the following is NOT one of the six criteria recognized as important in the market segmentation process?

a. Identifiable
b. Accessible
c. Measurable
d. All of the selections are recognized as important criteria.

5. Which of the following is NOT a disadvantage of targeting small market segments?

a. Segment is differentiated
b. Demand shortage
c. Costs are too high
d. Segment is too successful

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. Start the class with a good example of effective segmentation and targeting. Ask students to identify the 
market leader — most say Hertz. Hertz is leader in the executive rental segment; Alamo is leader in the leisure segment. 
Enterprise pioneered the car-in-garage segment and is now the overall market share leader.

The material offers good opportunities for students to do their own market segmentation. We favor picking a firm 
and a market. Students segment the market and then decide which segment(s) the firm should target. Selecting several 
different firms/markets and several groups per firm/market generates great discussion and learning.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – “Why has Enterprise been so successful?” When students make the segmentation and targeting point, ask them to 
identify other examples of firm success for the same reason.

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – See teaching tips above.
 – Assign students to different firms in a well-known industry. Ask each student team to assess how its firm segments 
the market and which segments it targets. Students should reverse engineer from marketing-mix data to make their 
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assessments. When each group has reported its findings, students should be able to identify market areas where 
competition is very fierce and others where it is relatively benign. Possible industries are:

 » Airlines: American, Delta, jetBlue, Southwest, United
 » Beverages: Coke, Pepsi, 7-Up, Snapple
 » Business information: BusinessWeek, Forbes, Fortune, Wall Street Journal
 » Online dating services: eHarmony, Match, OkCupid, Tinder

Distance Learning Considerations

The goal is to establish the foundation for:

• Identifying and evaluating segmentation decisions

• Defining and measuring success in developing market segments

• Linking segmentation and targeting concepts, and showing where positioning fits in (Chapter 8)

Threaded discussions can include:

• Identifying creative and innovative organizations in segmentation and positioning

• Identifying lessons learned from successful and unsuccessful segmentation and targeting

• Reviewing the process of:
 – Successful market segmentation
 – Effective targeting

Project Descriptions

• See earlier in this chapter. Good projects involve segmenting markets, then making targeting decisions for individual 
firms. In each case we discuss these methods in the chapter.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Market segmentation
 – Market segments
 – Customer segments
 – Segmentation variables
 – Prizm®
 – Segments of one
 – Targeting
 – Segmentation and targeting
 – Segments of one
 – Strategic position analysis
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CHAPTER 8

Market Strategy – Integrating Firm  
Efforts for Marketing Success

For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 8 provides students with a clear understanding of the purpose of designing a market strategy. They learn that a 
market strategy comprises several integrated market-segment strategies. They also learn an effective framework for setting 
performance objectives and developing and implementing individual market segmentstrategies. The chapter emphasizes that 
the firm must not only integrate its actions in the market, but also integrate its actions internally to secure cross-functional 
alignment.

Chapter Themes

• The purpose of market and market-segment strategies

• Elements of a market-segment strategy including performance objectives, strategic focus, positioning, and 
implementation programs

• Managing multisegment strategies

• Integrating actions in the market and among firm functions

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
In our experience, some instructors have difficulty articulating the components of a market strategy. On the one hand, they 
view market strategy as targeting and positioning alone; on the other, they view market strategy as comprising the marketing 
mix and little else. The presentation of market strategy in this chapter encompasses segmentation, targeting, positioning, and 
the marketing mix, but ties them together in a way that also embraces firm objectives and the resource allocations required to 
achieve them. It also clearly shows that a market strategy integrates several market-segment strategies.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

30% The purpose of market and market-segment strategies

60% Components of a market-segment strategy: performance objectives, strategic focus, positioning, and implementation 
programs

10% Multisegment strategies
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• The purpose of market-segment/market strategies
 – Provide strategic direction in the market
 – Secure differential advantage
 – Guide effective allocation of scarce resources
 – Achieve cross-functional integration

• Elements of the market-segment strategy

• Performance objectives
 – Strategic objectives
 – Operational objectives
 – Setting performance objectives

• Strategic focus*
 – Increase unit sales – Branch A
 – Improve margins, investment returns – Branch B
 – Choosing a strategic focus: Increase unit sales? Improve margins and investment returns?

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Loly in the Sky

• Discuss the strategic focus of Loly in the Sky and identify which branch (increase unit sales vs. improve margins) the 
company should pursue to sustain its future growth.

The strategic focus of Loly in the Sky is to continue focusing on design originality and expanding to international 
markets. The company should continue to focus on increasing unit sales via geographic expansion as there are 
untapped markets that would benefit from the shoe offerings.

• Positioning
 – Select customer targets
 – Frame competitor targets
 – Design the value proposition
 – Articular reasons to believe
 – Developing positioning statements

Discussion Case: (Mexico) SuKarne

• Develop a DCAPS (distinct, compelling, authentic, persuasive, sustainable) positioning statement for SuKarne and 
discuss how this positioning statement can benefit the company in the long-term.

DCAPS is important in order to stay focused on a creative message. The positioning statement can help SuKarne 
continue to be viewed positively instead of negatively.

• Implementation programs
 – Implementing the marketing mix
 – Aligning cross-functional support

• Managing multisegment strategies

* Strategic focus and positioning are sometimes referred to jointly as core strategy.
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Discussion Case: (Argentina) La Martina (LM)

1. La Martina dominates the fashion/sports market, as a polo icon around the world. Should LM expand by taking on a 
new sport? If yes, why? If not, why not? How should LM grow? 
If the polo market still has room to grow, La Martina should continue focusing on it current segment and not 
take on a new sport. However, if the polo market has matured and become oversaturated, then La Martina 
should diversify into a new sport.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the three broad categories of strategic objectives?

a. Sustainability
b. Growth
c. Profit
d. Cash flow

2. Positioning requires marketers to complete all of the following key tasks within a market segment EXCEPT:

a. Select customer targets
b. Frame competitor targets
c. Launch the product offering
d. Articulate reasons to believe

3. Which of the following strategies places most marketing effort upstream on direct customers?

a. Pull strategy
b. Push strategy
c. Lateral strategy
d. Virtual strategy

4. All of the following are important requirements for positioning statements to include EXCEPT:

a. Be distinct
b. Be compelling
c. Be authentic
d. Be profitable

5. Which of the following is NOT one of the possible implementation situations when a firm targets multiple segments?

a. Inter-dependence
b. Independence
c. Positive synergy
d. Negative synergy
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Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. The teaching goal is to ensure that students understand and can develop a complete market strategy. A 
useful approach is to ask them, individually or in groups, to lay out the market strategy for a firm/brand of their choice 
— just give them 10 minutes or so for this exercise. Then have a few presentations. By the time the class sees several of 
these (on a single selected firm/brand or several), it will be clear that there are many different views of what constitutes 
a market strategy. This exercise provides the deficit condition for a lecture that lays out the core elements of a market 
strategy.

In class, the instructor should clarify that the quality of the market strategy is highly related to the quality of the 
market, customer, competitor, company, and complementer insight, and the firm’s planning assumptions. The instructor 
should also emphasize that, in contrast to the chapters that focused on gaining insight, and the transitional planning 
assumptions, in the market strategy the firm actually makes decisions.

A key issue is the role of performance objectives in market-segment strategies: We like to make the point that, at root, 
strategy is about resource allocation, but it makes no sense to allocate resources unless you know what you’re trying to 
achieve!

In a very real sense, positioning is at the heart of the market-segment strategy. The instructor should be especially sure 
that students understand the components of the positioning statement.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – Select two products/brands. Based on your knowledge (or market observations), lay out the key elements of the 
market strategy for each choice on a separate page. What are the similarities and differences in the structure of these 
market strategies?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – See teaching tips above to have students understand the structure of a market strategy. For a more in-depth project, 
students should develop a market strategy based on market, customer, competitor, company, and complementer 
insight.

Distance Learning Considerations

The instructor should develop threaded discussions around the twin themes of the purpose of a market strategy and the 
components of market and market-segment strategies. Aim to capture varied examples of market strategies from firms 
in multiple industries — from initial launch to migrating to a global strategy, to introducing brands in new markets, to 
repositioning brands for entirely new markets. Ask questions relative to:

• Securing timely and relevant insight for developing a market strategy

• Identifying successful and not-so-successful market strategies

Project Descriptions

• See earlier in this chapter. Good projects involve developing market strategy for a firm/product using the learning 
from prior chapters to develop the necessary market, customer, competitor, company and complementer insight, and 
planning assumptions. There are many ways to accomplish this goal: Students often come up with their own sites based 
on contacts they develop; the instructor may identify a site(s) and executives may provide an initial briefing and give 
access to company data. For students who are working in marketing positions, the site can be their job, and their team 
colleagues may act as consultants.
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Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Market strategy
 – Marketing strategy
 – Market segmentation
 – Selecting target market segments
 – Performance objectives
 – Strategic objectives
 – Operational objectives
 – Strategic focus
 – Positioning
 – Customer targets
 – Competitor targets
 – Value proposition
 – Reason to believe
 – Implementing a marketing strategy
 – Marketing mix
 – 4Ps
 – Integrating functional programs
 – Marketing to multiple segments
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CHAPTER 9

Managing through the Life Cycle
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 9 builds on material previously discussed in Chapters 3 and 6. In Chapter 3, we introduced the idea of life cycles in 
the context of securing market insight. In Chapter 6, we presented Timing of Entry, different options for market-entry strategy 
based on life-cycle stages. In this chapter, we focus on managing products through the life cycle. We use nine specific scenarios 
based largely on the various life-cycle stages, conditioned on the firm’s leader/follower position, to develop strategic options 
that can allow the firm to preempt competitors. The chapter also discusses managing marketing in tough times.

Chapter Themes

• Preempting competitors

• Managing through the life cycle

• Developing competitive strategic options

• Stages in the product life cycle

• Life-cycle scenarios

• Leader/follower

• Growing in mature markets

• Concentrated and fragmented markets in maturity

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The major purpose of this chapter is to provide students with the tools to develop strategies that preempt competition. 
Students gain an understanding of the challenges and opportunities of managing through the life cycle. They learn that options 
differ markedly across the nine scenarios that we develop. They learn that leaders generally have more and different options 
than followers, but that followers also have options that can allow them to win.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

20% Value of preemption and developing scenarios

80% Discussion of strategic options at each life-cycle stage
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• Generating competitive strategic options

BUILDING PRODUCT LIFE-CYCLE SCENARIOS

• Scenario 1: Introduction stage – pioneers
 – Government-imposed barriers
 – Product-specific barriers
 – Firm-driven barriers

• Scenario 2: Early-growth leaders
 – Continue to be leader –enhance position
 – Continue to be leader – maintain position
 – Continue to be leader – conclusion
 – Surrender leadership –retreat to a market segment(s)
 – Surrender leadership –exit the market

• Scenario 3: Early-growth followers
 – Seek market leadership
 – Settle for second place
 – Focus on market segment(s)

• Scenario 4: Late growth

• Scenario 5: Maturity – but not really
 – Increase product use
 – Improve the product/service
 – Improve physical distribution
 – Reduce price
 – Reposition the brand
 – Enter new markets

• Scenario 6: Maturity – concentrated market leaders
 – Maintain leadership over the long run
 – Harvest

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Pinol Aromas

• As a market leader in Mexico, what alternative strategies should Pinol implement to continue growing? Discuss in detail.

Pinol could implement product line extensions and create new items to further grow its current market. New 
market development is also another option for the organization to pursue in order to increase sales and profits.

• Scenario 7: Maturity – concentrated market followers
 – Improve market position
 – Keep on truckin’
 – Exit

• Scenario 8: Maturity – fragmented markets
 – Acquisition
 – Standardization, branding
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Discussion Case: (Argentina) Pumper Nic

• What steps could Pumper Nic have taken to avoid having to file for bankruptcy in 1979? Discuss in detail.

At the onset of its establishment, Pumper Nic was a quality organization providing quality products and service. 
Unfortunately, it appears that Pumper Nic expanded too quickly resulting in poor quality control and inadequate 
operational efficiency. To avoid bankruptcy in 1979, Pumper Nic could have expanded at a slower pace until it was 
able to effectively control its quality and service delivery. Even if larger companies entered the market, Pumper Nic 
may have been able to survive if it diversified its product line and also repositioned its brand.

• Scenario 9: Decline
 – Leverage the brand

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Nemak

1. Nemak’s five attributes have served it well. What issues should Nemak consider as it addresses the future? 
The five success attributes of cost, global presence, product development, quality, and technology allowed 
Nemak to become successful and sustain its position as a market leader. As Nemak competes in the future, it 
should carefully monitor industry trends as well as the competition as competitors will want to take market 
share from Nemak.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the entry barriers that organizations use to slow competitor entry into an industry?

a. Government-imposed
b. Product-specific
c. Firm-driven
d. Services-driven

2. All of the following are specific techniques used to increase product use EXCEPT:

a. Extend product shelf life
b. Change the model
c. Develop new product uses
d. Make product easier to use

3. Which of the following is NOT one of the causes for underinvestment of new product/services ideas during the maturity 
stage of the product life cycle?

a. Fear of cannibalization
b. Inertia
c. Political power of mature-product champion
d. Limited view of competition

4. During the slow harvesting process of the maturity stage of the product life cycle, a firm should focus on all of the following 
issues EXCEPT:

a. Cutting costs
b. Minimizing further investment
c. Raising prices
d. All of the selections are important issues to focus on.
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5. For followers in concentrated markets during the maturity stage of the product life cycle, which of the following is NOT 
one of the three basic strategic options available to a firm?

a. Improve market position
b. Develop new products
c. Keep on truckin’
d. Exit the market

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. A good way to teach this material is for the instructor to have students work with products in different 
stages of the product life cycle and occupy different scenarios. Use specific examples, say two or three for each scenario; 
the instructor should have students identify problems, opportunities, and strategic options for each example. In this 
manner, students will come to understand the very different strategic situations and begin to build a strategic option 
framework for themselves. This effort provides a valuable background for the instructor to discuss the contents of 
the chapter. The chapter also includes special focus on the experience curve, addressing low-price competitors, and 
managing marketing in tough times that allow for enriched discussion.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – Identify a firm and product occupying scenario X. What problems does it face? What do you think are its strategic 
options?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – Have students pick a firm/product with a long history. Challenge them to figure out how the strategy changed over 
time. Tie the strategies to scenarios discussed in the chapter.

 – The instructor picks a firm/product in each of several scenarios and asks students to compare and contrast the 
different scenarios, actual current strategies, and other options the firm may pursue.

Distance Learning Considerations

As in the classroom, be sure to establish the foundation for this chapter by:

• Outlining the significance of the product life cycle

• Showing how the product life cycle gives rise to the nine scenarios

• Showing how each scenario generates different strategic options

If appropriate, the instructor should engage students in sharing experiences in the business world as they relate to strategies 
at different scenarios. It would be especially useful for students to show how strategies evolved as products moved from one 
scenario to another, or how strategic options are different for firms/products that are at similar life-cycle stages but in different 
scenarios (e.g., leader/follower in mature concentrated markets).

Project Descriptions

• See material on classroom engagement. Having students compare and contrast different firm/product options from 
different scenarios can become excellent projects.
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Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Life-cycle management
 – Product life cycle
 – Preemptive strategy
 – Experience curve
 – Entry barriers
 – Competitive strategy
 – Barriers to growth
 – Leader, follower (challenger) strategies
 – Introduction (launch) strategy
 – Roll-up strategy
 – Kenneling
 – Harvest strategies
 – Concentrated markets
 – Fragmented markets
 – Exit strategy
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CHAPTER 10

Managing Brands
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
The purpose of Chapter 10 is to provide students with the background to identify, manage, and implement challenging 
decisions about brands. Students learn fundamentals about brands and branding, understand about brand equity and the 
value of brands, and learn how to build and sustain a strong brand. They also learn about critical issues in brand architecture, 
including multibranding versus umbrella branding, brand broadening (leveraging), and brand migration.

Chapter Themes

• What is a brand?

• The basis for branding

• Levels of branding

• Brand associations

• Brand equity and the value of brands

• Customer brand equity and firm brand equity

• Monetizing brand equity

• Brand identity and brand image

• Building and sustaining a strong brand

• Brand architecture

• Multibranding versus umbrella branding

• Brand broadening (leveraging)

• Brand migration

• Aging and defunct brands

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The major focus of Chapter 10 is to emphasize the power of brands and branding, as well as the value of a strong brand both to 
the firm and customers. Brand value is the crucial underlying issue concerning many branding issues. Students should come 
away from the chapter with a deep understanding of brands and branding, a sense of how to measure the value of brands, how 
to build and sustain a strong brand, and some frameworks to address the myriad branding issues that firms face.
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Topic Coverage Suggestion

25% Fundamentals of branding

25% Brand equity: Distinctions between customer brand equity and firm brand equity

25% Building and sustaining a strong brand

25% Managing brand architecture

Lecture/Discussion Content

• Which is a brand?
 – Brand associations
 – Branding is not just for consumers…
 – …and is not just about advertising

• Brand equity and the value of brands
 – Customer brand equity (CBE)
 – Firm brand equity (FBE)

• Monetizing brand equity
 – Customer brand equity
 – Firm brand equity

• Building, sustaining a strong brand
 – Building a strong brand
 – Sustaining a strong brand

• Managing brand architecture
 – Multibranding versus umbrella branding

Discussion Case: (Chile) Falabella Brand Architecture – Multibranding

• Discuss the reasons Falabella Brand’s multibranding strategy has been successful in Chile and whether this strategy is 
sustainable for the organization.

Falabella has been able to be successful due to the organization’s ability to focus on quality, design, and style. 
This strategy is sustainable as long as the company continues to be consistent in its effort to focus closely on 
implementing strategies that are in line with its focus on quality, design, and style. 

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Cemex Brand Value – Umbrella Branding

• Is umbrella branding the best strategy for Cemex? Why or why not? Discuss in detail.

In the construction materials industry, umbrella branding may be the best strategy. It is important to consistency 
— focus on the brand’s strength — delivering high quality building products.

 – Brand broadening (leveraging)
 – Brand migration
 – Strategic alliances
 – Aging, defunct brands
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Discussion Case: (Mexico) Grupo Bimbo (GB) – Bakery

1. Why has GB become a leading bakery firm? 
GB has been able to become a leading bakery firm by effectively implementing market-focused and market-
expansion strategies while providing consistent high quality products to satisfy its customers.

2. GP employs a multibrand versus an umbrella branding strategy. Do you agree with this decision? Why or why not? 
GB should continue employing the multibrand strategy since the brand name may be an important 
segmentation strategy when expanding into different countries, especially when it relates to food products.

3. What strategic actions should GB take? 
Strategic actions that GB should take include continuing new product development but also new market 
expansion strategies.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. All of the following are characteristics of effective brand associations EXCEPT:

a. Strong
b. Favorable
c. Expensive
d. Unique

2. Which of the following is NOT one of the three types of value that products/brands provide to customers?

a. Technological
b. Functional
c. Psychological
d. Economic

3. Pre/postpurchase consumer brand equity is generally greater in all of the following situations EXCEPT when:

a. Customers only realize value after the purchase.
b. Comparing alternative products is easy.
c. Product quality from some suppliers is variable.
d. The product is socially visible.

4. Which of the following is NOT a popular type of measure/source related to brand-health checks?

a. Purchasing, sales – firm accounting systems
b. Perceptual – survey research
c. Profitability – firm accounting system
d. All of the selections represent measure/source related to brand-health checks.

5. Brand extensions tend to fail in all of the following situations EXCEPT when:

a. They lack strong positive associations.
b. Associations between the brand and extension are not obvious.
c. Positioning is clear and consistent.
d. The brand has a unique association that does not transfer.
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Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. Develop an understanding of the purpose and objective of building and sustaining strong brands. Make 
sure that students understand the nature of brands, the associations that people make with brands, and the differences 
(yet relationships) between customer brand equity (CBE) and firm brand equity (FBE). Be sure to highlight the 
importance of building strong positive brand associations, and the difference between brand identity and brand image.

• Discussion starter. Among the questions we like to ask students are:
 – What comes to mind when you think of a brand?
 – What are your five favorite brands? Why are these brands important to you?
 – What five brands do you not like? Why not?
 – The instructor picks a few brands and for each asks the question: When you think of this brand, what associations 
come to mind?

 – What do you think are the world’s strongest brands? (The instructor may back up this discussion with Interbrand/
BusinessWeek data. [me1101]) What has made these brands so strong?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – The instructor and students together agree on a list of weak or failing brands. Student groups develop a turnaround 
plan for one or more selected brands. Note the instructor should push students to move beyond communication 
approaches.

Distance Learning Considerations

The branding topic requires a strong understanding of what a brand is, the value and dimensions of a brand, the benefits and 
challenges of developing and sustaining a brand, along with the opportunity for a brand to evolve over time. These issues 
are fundamental to understanding how to manage a brand, and supports students in strategizing the considerations for 
broadening brand scope, or simplifying the brand, with the objective of market and market-share growth.

Have students engaged in discussion around the themes of:

• Examples of strong and weak brands (providing rationale)

• The marketing significance of brand equity

• Examples of brand evolution, brand simplification, brand growth

• Challenges and opportunities for brand management

• How to develop brands beyond your core competence including entry into new markets

Project Descriptions

• Consider the following in-class or external projects regarding managing brands:
 – Select an established firm of your choice and identify its brand portfolio. What, if any, changes would you advise? How 
would you implement these changes?

 – Develop a brand plan for the introduction of a new brand (e.g., downloading music sites, online newspapers, trendy 
beverages).

 – Select two competing brands, identify their current market strategies, including brand positioning, and assess their 
brand equities. Using a war-game approach — Chapter 5 — each team reviews the strategy for its brand and decides 
what actions to take to build a successful brand.
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Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Managing brands
 – Brand equity
 – Measuring brand equity
 – Monetary value of brand equity
 – Dollarmetric
 – Brand strength
 – Brand vision
 – Brand image
 – Brand architecture
 – Brand portfolio
 – Brand architecture
 – Multibranding
 – Umbrella branding
 – Brand broadening
 – Brand leveraging
 – Brand migration
 – Strategic alliances
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CHAPTER 11

Managing the Product Line
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 11 is the first of three chapters in Part A of Imperative 4 — Design the Market Offer. Part A focuses on Providing 
Customer Value. This chapter concerns Managing the Product Line. The objective of Chapter 11 is to better understand some 
of the key responsibilities of a product manager. We advocate a portfolio approach to managing the product line and discuss 
the financial and other interrelationships among the firm’s individual products. The product manager must trade off product 
proliferation and product simplification and deal with many other issues like: bundling, counterfeiting, evolving the product 
line, product quality, product safety, secondary market products, packaging, and packaging and product disposal. We address 
new product development in Chapter 13.

Chapter Themes

• The product portfolio concept

• Financial analysis methods for assessing opportunities

• Portfolio analysis approaches to assessing opportunities

• The growth-share matrix: cash cows, stars, dogs, problem children

• Product interrelationships at the customer: positive and negative complementarity

• Product interrelationships at the firm: strategic roles, multiple business units

• Product line breadth: proliferation and simplification

• Bundling

• Counterfeiting

• Evolving the product line

• Product quality

• Product safety

• Secondary market products

• Packaging

• Disposal: Packaging and products

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The focus of Chapter 11 is on managing the product line and addressing a series of product line issues. Much of the chapter 
focuses on interrelationships among products in the product line, including both resource issues and more substantive matters 
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involving both customers and firm strategy. We spend considerable space on the conflicting drivers for product proliferation 
and product simplification. We also address several product line issues including bundling, counterfeiting, evolving the 
product line, product quality, product safety, secondary market products, packaging, and disposing of packaging and products.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

30% Financial and portfolio approaches to managing the product line

25% Interrelationships at the customer and at the firm

15% Product proliferation versus simplification 

30% Bundling, counterfeiting, evolving the product line, product quality, product safety, secondary market products, 
packaging, packaging and product disposal

Lecture/Discussion Content

• The product portfolio concept
 – Financial analysis methods
 – Portfolio analysis (PA) methods

Discussion Case: (Chile) Viña Santa Rita

• What BCG (Boston Consulting Group) category describes Viña Santa Rita? How should Viña Santa Rita proceed with 
its growth strategy?

Viña Santa Rita (VSR) would be categorized as a BCG star as the brand has high market share in a high growth 
category. VSR’s products dominate the Chilean wine market and the company is expanding its product line with 
new offerings that target the growing trends of the wine consumer market segment. VSR should continue to 
expand its product line with new offerings as it continues to monitor change in consumers’ tastes and preferences.

• Other important product interrelationships
 – At the customer
 – At the firm

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Grupo Financiero Banregio (GFB)

• Are there any concerns that GFB should be aware of as it continues to expand and grow?

Although GFB is successfully expanding by focusing on the SMB (small/midsize business) market and enhancing 
user experience in personal banking, the firm needs to carefully monitor the external environment so it can adjust 
to changes in consumer trends as well as competitive actions. As the company considers diversifying into other 
business areas, it will need to design strategies to avoid interrelationship issues among its business units.

• Product-line breadth: Proliferation versus simplification
 – Product proliferation
 – Product proliferation, market segmentation
 – Simplifying the product line

• Other product-line issues
 – Bundling
 – Counterfeiting
 – Evolving the product line
 – Product quality
 – Product safety
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 – Secondary market products
 – Packaging
 – Disposal

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Sigma Alimentos

1. Why has Sigma become a reference standard in product-line management? 
Sigma’s success is a result of effective product-line management as the organization continues to innovate 
and accurately target product lines to consumer segments. The firm demonstrates strong management of the 
company’s brands and invests in product line innovation and changing package designs when necessary.

2. How do consumer lifestyle trends allow improvements in Sigma’s product portfolio? 
As consumer taste and trends change, Sigma will adjust by launching innovative new products and also 
modify its packaging to appeal to new consumer preferences. This allows Sigma to continuously adjust and 
avoid becoming stagnant.

3. What strategic actions should Sigma take? 
Sigma should continue to assertively expand into new markets and introduce new products to its growing 
consumer segment. The company’s market leadership should allow the organization’s brands to be successful 
in newly expanded market areas.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following financial analysis approaches projects future accounting data and compares the product’s forecast 
rate of return with a target rate of return?

a. Payback
b. Return on investment
c. Net present value
d. Internal rate of return

2. Which of the following BCG growth matrix categories is described as having high market growth and high market share?

a. Stars
b. Cash cows
c. Dogs
d. Question marks

3. __________ is the concept that describes when customers who buy one type of product are more likely to buy a related 
product.

a. Negative complementarity
b. Inverse complementarity
c. Positive complementarity
d. Correlated complementarity

4. Which of the following is NOT one of the three options for a firm to avoid interrelationship issues with multiple businesses 
that has products from different businesses and is addressing the same market segments?

a. Develop separate missions
b. Use the same mission for all businesses
c. Support intrafirm collaboration
d. Accept intrafirm competition
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5. Which of the following is NOT a common differentiator used to target customer needs?

a. Standardization
b. Access/functionality
c. Product performance
d. Time availability

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. The major part of Chapter 11 focuses on interrelationships among products; students should become very 
clear about these. They should understand that at one level these interrelationships are financial — resources allocated 
to one product cannot be allocated to another. This is the power of the portfolio framework, especially when contrasted 
with the straw man of financial analysis techniques to make resource allocation decisions. Students generally enjoy 
learning about the growth/share matrix, though the instructor should be careful to clarify the assumptions and pitfalls.

Students should also learn about other interrelationships and understand the tension between product proliferation 
and product simplification. They should also be very clear on the real danger of indiscriminately dropping products that 
appear to be unprofitable — fixed cost allocations are an important topic here. They should also become familiar with a 
set of other issues involved in managing the product line.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – Provide an example of one firm’s product/service line. Why does the firm have each of these products in its product/
service line?

 – Suppose you were the product manager responsible for managing this product line. What challenges do you face? 
What opportunities are open to you?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – You are the product manager for Snapple beverages or Ben & Jerry’s ice cream. As you review the financial results for 
your product line, you notice that several flavors are not doing well. What decision(s) will you make? How will you 
approach implementing these decisions?

Distance Learning Considerations

The instructor should establish a set of working themes around the topic of managing the product line. These should includes 
an overview of:

• The contents of a product line

• Success measures for a product line

• Roles and responsibilities of a product manager

• Challenges and opportunities in managing an existing or potential product line

• The growth-share matrix — cash cows, stars, dogs, problem children

• Product line interrelationships at the customer and at the firm

Students may also engage in dialogue around:

• Examples of strong and weak product lines

• Decisions of when to evolve and cut back on the product line

• How to maintain customer loyalty while evolving or cutting back on the product line

• How the firm can become innovative and stay innovative
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Project Descriptions

• Have students identify a specific firm whose product line seems to need attention — sales are sluggish or profits are 
below historical levels and inferior to peer firms. Provide specific recommendations to improve the product line.

• It’s your first day as product manager for your local bank. What information will you request as the basis for developing 
a plan to manage your product line? (These data will include, but not be limited to, product item and product line sales 
by segment — current and trends, customer research reports, competitive analysis reports, trends in banking services.) 
What information would you seek on customers and competitors, and how would you go about securing it?

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Managing the product line
 – Product portfolios
 – Capital budgeting
 – Financial analysis
 – Internal rate of return
 – Net present value
 – The growth-share matrix
 – Stars, cash cows, dogs, problem children
 – The multifactor matrix
 – The stoplight matrix
 – Interrelationships among products
 – Product complementarity
 – Product proliferation
 – Product simplification
 – Product mix
 – Product cannibalization
 – Product quality
 – Product safety
 – Secondary market products
 – Packaging
 – Packaging and product disposal
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CHAPTER 12

Managing Services, Customer Service
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 12 is the second of three chapters in Part A of Imperative 4 — Design the Market Offer; the chapter focuses on 
Managing Services and Customer Service. The purpose of Chapter 12 is to provide students with an introduction to services 
marketing, an increasingly important sector of developed and developing economies. Students learn about the special 
characteristics of services, how to diagnose and manage service quality, the distinctions between services and customer 
service, and how to deliver exceptional customer service.

Chapter Themes

• Products, services, customer service

• Growth in the service sector

• Characteristics of services

• Measuring and managing service quality

• Limitations of customer satisfaction

• Service quality issues

• Types of customer service

• Delivering exceptional customer service

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
To set up the material in this chapter, the instructor should clearly distinguish among products, services, and customer service, 
and should clarify the growth of the service sector. The message should be clear: Services and customer service are a big 
deal, and they are different from physical products in ways that have important implications for marketers. Because of this 
importance, measuring and managing service quality are critical issues.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

15% Why focus on services?

25% Characteristics that distinguish services from physical products

30% Measuring and managing service quality 

30% Customer service
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• Products, services, customer service

• Growth in the service sector

• Characteristics of services
 – Intangibility

Discussion Case: (Colombia) Starbucks

• What aspects of service are important for Starbucks to focus on to continue on its path of success?

Starbucks in Colombia needs to continue focusing on the intangible aspects of its stores in Colombia as the service 
personnel and service facilities are important in providing customers with high-level customer service. Variability 
in human capital is especially important to monitor and control in order to avoid fluctuations in service delivery 
to customers.

 – Inseparability
 – Variability
 – Perishability
 – Divisibility
 – Lack of acquisition
 – Role of customers

• Service quality
 – Measuring, managing service quality
 – Issues in improving service quality

• Customer service
 – Types of customer service
 – Delivering exceptional customer service

Discussion Case: (Colombia) DHL

• What service strategies does DHL Colombia implement to make it different from the competition?

DHL Colombia focuses on offering quality services and high-level customer satisfaction as evidenced by its 
customer service department receiving the Centro de Excelencia certification from DHL global headquarters 
(Germany) which is the first in South America. As DHL continues to prioritize customer satisfaction, it can 
differentiate itself from other competitors in the industry.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. __________ focuses on situations where supply is committed, but demand is not.

a. Variability
b. Divisibility
c. Intangibility
d. Perishability
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2. Which of the following service characteristics best relates to crowded restaurants and long ski-lift lines?

a. Inseparability
b. Divisibility
c. Intangibility
d. Perishability

3. In SERVQUAL, all of the following are key variables that influence perceived service quality EXCEPT:

a. Reliability
b. Profitability
c. Responsiveness
d. Empathy

4. Which of the following is NOT a phase of the purchase process?

a. Prepurchase
b. During purchase
c. Postpurchase
d. All selections represent the purchase process.

5. During which of the purchase processes would the company help customers pay for, transport, receive, or install the 
products?

a. Prepurchase
b. During purchase
c. Postpurchase
d. None of the selections are correct.

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. Early on in class, the instructor should clarify the importance of the service sector to the economy and 
establish the differences among products, services, and customer service. The distinction between services and customer 
service is a little tricky, so it’s worth spending sufficient time here. With this background, the instructor should highlight 
the characteristics of services as a prelude to a focus on service quality. This discussion should be peppered with a series 
of case examples (e.g., hotels, car mechanics, banks, accountants, doctors, retail) that highlight the challenge of offering 
high levels of service quality. We have found that getting students to chart out a service blueprint and to assess quality 
using the SERVQUAL scale are excellent exercises that considerably enhance learning.

The service quality discussion morphs easily into the topic of customer service, where the robust flower-of-service 
framework and pre-, during, and postpurchase customer service distinctions pave the way for discussing the managerial 
processes necessary to deliver exceptional customer service.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – How would you distinguish among physical products, services, and customer service?
 – Give an example of a time when you received excellent service; what factors lead you to say that this experience was 
excellent?

 – Give an example of a time when you received terrible service; what factors lead you to say that this experience was 
terrible?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – Pick a service offering and have students administer the SERVQUAL scale to each other. They can plot the results 
similarly to Figure 12.2 and make recommendations for service improvement.
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Distance Learning Considerations

Using a threaded discussion approach, address such questions as:

• What are the special challenges of services marketing? Illustrate with examples.

• What are the characteristics of an effective services organization?

• How would you go about improving a firm’s customer service performance?

• Are you loyal to a firm or product? Does your loyalty relate to the customer service you received?

Project Descriptions

Earlier in this chapter, we identified several topics that can lead to good out-of-class projects:

• Pick a service with which students are familiar and have them administer the SERVQUAL scale to several customers. 
They plot the results similarly to Figure 12.2 and make recommendations for service improvement.

• The class together identifies several service organizations that offer exceptionally high service quality. Student groups 
visit/experience these organizations to glean the fundamental underpinnings of their service success.

• Students identify a local services organization; they develop and implement a marketing research project to improve 
service quality.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Services marketing
 – Dimensions of services

 » Intangibility
 » Inseparability
 » Variability
 » Perishability
 » Divisibility
 » Lack of acquisition
 » Role of customers

 – Service quality
 – SERVQUAL
 – Customer satisfaction
 – Customer service
 – Flower of customer service
 – Customer service strategy
 – Service infrastructure
 – Type of customer service
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CHAPTER 13

Developing New Products
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 13 is the third of three chapters in Part 1 of Imperative 4 — Design the Market Offer; the chapter focuses on 
Developing New Products. Chapter 13 concerns innovation and the new product development process. The chapter’s purpose 
is to introduce students to some of the drivers of innovation and to familiarize them with a common approach to developing 
new products. Students learn the value of a structured process but understand that they should not view the process as a 
straitjacket. The chapter details each of nine steps in the new product development process; it concludes by discussing product 
adoption and adopter categories, classified by time of adoption, and the challenge of crossing the chasm.

Chapter Themes

• How does innovation occur?

• Factors that enhance the firm’s innovative success

• The customer’s role in successful product innovation

• Categories of new product development

• The stage-gate process (9 stages) for new product development
 – Idea generation
 – Preliminary screening
 – Concept development
 – Business-case analysis
 – Development
 – Product testing
 – Market-factor testing
 – Test marketing
 – Commercialization

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The core objective of Chapter 13 is to familiarize students with the nine-element stage-gate process for new product 
development. Before getting into the details of the process, the instructor should talk about innovation in general and 
highlight the importance for the firm to have an innovative culture. With this background, students are ready to dig into the 
nine-stage process, from idea generation to commercialization.
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Topic Coverage Suggestion

15% The nature of innovation and factors that enhance innovation

70% Nine stages of the stage-gate new product development process 

15% Product adoption and adopter categories

Lecture/Discussion Content

• Where and how innovation occurs

• What fosters product innovation

• New product development

THE STAGE-GATE PROCESS FOR NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

• Idea generation
 – Number of ideas
 – Scope of search
 – New idea sources

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Bambú Eco-Friendly Straws

1. What do you think of this new product idea? Will Bambú succeed? 
Bambú is a good new product idea as it focuses on the consumer trend of environmental sustainability and 
appears to over shadow competitor products by providing increased consumer benefits. Bambú should 
succeed as long as it can entice consumers to adapt to its value strategy even though it is priced higher than 
plastic straws.

2. What are Bambú’s most serious challenges? 
Challenges faced by Bambú would include Bambú being priced higher than plastic straws as well as 
competitors copying Bambú straw ideas unless there is a patent on the product idea. Other challenges would 
be a possibility of limited supply of raw material depending on the market area where Bambú straws are being 
produced.

 – New idea processes

• Preliminary screening

• Concept development

• Business-case analysis

• Development
 – Product design
 – New product development portfolio

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Omius Jacket

• What type of business risks are associated with the commercial launch of the Omius jacket? Which stage or stages of 
adopters should the Omius jacket be targeted toward?

As the Omius jacket enters the stage of commercialization, the company will need to make sure that sales, 
production, and expected competitive response are closely monitored. The Omius jacket should be targeted to 
innovators (explorers) and early adopters (visionaries) as these consumers would likely be the first to adopt this 
new product offering.
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• Product testing

• Market-factor testing

• Test marketing

• Commercialization

• Product adoption

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the three factors that are very important among companies that earn the best returns 
on capital?

a. Market selection
b. Organization
c. Research and development
d. Geographic location of headquarters

2. All of the following are approaches to new product development EXCEPT:

a. Basic technology research
b. Market-focused development
c. Market tinkering
d. Integrated diversification

3. __________ is typically aimed at disruptive innovations such as DNA mapping, finding new chemical entities for 
pharmaceuticals, advanced analytics, and electrical superconductivity.

a. Basic technology research
b. Market-focused development
c. Market tinkering
d. Integrated diversification

4. Which of the following is the error type described as investing in a project that ultimately fails?

a. Type I error
b. Type II error
c. Type III error
d. Type IV error

5. __________ is the new idea process that combines items from attribute listening to develop new/interesting ideas.

a. Attribute listening
b. Mind mapping
c. Morphological analysis
d. Six thinking hats

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. In our experience, students like structure. Hence, they typically receive the material in this chapter very 
well because of the logical sequence of the stage-gate process. Hence, the instructor should:

 – Provide a clear understanding of the marketing significance and impact for a firm of focusing on innovation and 
having an ongoing culture of new product development.
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 – Make the point that much innovation is not about large-scale research projects but about identifying the dots and 
linking them together.

 – Clarify where firms get feedback and input to identify new product ideas.
 – Address the discipline of going through the nine-step new product development process — from idea generation to 
commercialization.

 – Emphasize the importance of the kill-point concept.
 – Share success stories for firms (e.g., 3M, Apple, Microsoft, Intel, P&G) that have an innovation culture that drives 
ongoing product launches.

• Discussion starter. A good way to start the class is to have students draw on their own experience. Ask students:
 – What firms do a particularly good job of product innovation? (Students tend to select firms like Apple and 3M.)
 – Why did you select these firms?
 – What factors have made these firms successful innovators?

 This discussion gets students ready to learn about how to innovate, but first let’s return to a question we addressed in 
Chapter 1:

 – Why is it important for firms continually to develop and introduce new products?

 Responses should address increased competition and the requirement to deliver customer value, secure differential 
advantage, improve profitability, survive and grow, and increase shareholder value.

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – This chapter is sympathetic to a variety of group exercises, especially in the areas of idea generation. The chapter 
details a variety of idea-generation methodologies. The instructor should pick a product class/form and ask students 
to generate ideas for a new product; for example, laptop computers, chairs, bicycles.

 – The instructor may assign individual groups to use different methods like brainstorming, provocation, or the idea 
generator. When student groups have completed their tasks, they present their ideas; they may learn something 
from the numbers and types of ideas that classmates develop. This exercise can become quite sophisticated by having 
independent raters assess the quality of ideas.

 – As a follow-up, students could develop a customer questionnaire to explore the viability of several ideas, turn a 
selected idea into a concept, and even develop a commercialization plan for the product idea, given that development 
were successful.

Distance Learning Considerations

Considerations for threaded discussions:

• Establish a basis for engaging customers and benchmarking competitors in an industry to provide input for new product 
development consideration.

• Identify the marketing significance of customers viewing the firm and/or brand as innovative.

• Work through the nine-stage new product development process and ask questions at every stage:
 – Idea generation. Where do/should firms get their new product ideas?
 – Preliminary screening. Pick a firm: What criteria do you think it should use for preliminary screening?
 – Concept development. Select a relatively new product: Write out the product concept that led to its development.
 – Business-case analysis. What data would you require to assess the feasibility/viability of a product concept?
 – Development. What processes would you put in place to make sure product development stays on track?
 – Product testing. Take the product that you selected for the concept development question. How would you go about 
testing this product?
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 – Market-factor testing. Take the product that you selected for the concept development question. How would you go 
about market-factor testing for this product?

 – Test marketing. Take the product that you selected for the concept development question. Design a test market.
 – Commercialization. How would you launch the product?

• Develop a discussion for why developing and commercializing new products is such a challenging activity for firms.

Project Descriptions

• A good individual project is to have students write up (2 to 3 pages), and be prepared to present, a marketing innovation. 
They also have to justify why they consider their choice to be an innovation. We assign this project early in the semester 
and schedule presentations late in the semester. Students typically come up with a broad variety of innovations; the 
modal group is usually new product innovations.

• See teaching tips above. Students form teams to develop new ideas for a product class/form. After discussion with the 
instructor, they develop ideas using one or more of the idea-generation methodologies discussed in the chapter. As a 
variation, student teams can play dual roles. As marketing consultants, they have the job of developing new ideas. They 
can also respond as the client firm for whom the consultants are developing ideas. The consultants present their findings 
to the clients. Clients and consultants agree on the most promising idea; the consultants turn the idea into a product 
concept, then develop a launch plan on the assumption that the development process is successful. As a related task, 
the consultants may design a marketing research project to assess feasibility and determine whether the idea is worth 
pursuing.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Product innovation – Product concepts
 – Types of innovation – Conjoint analysis
 – Innovation challenges and opportunities – Business-case analysis
 – New-product-development process – BASES
 – Stage-gate process – Product development
 – Risk in developing new products – Product design
 – Idea generation – Quality function deployment
 – New product ideas from customers – The house of quality
 – Independent inventors – Product testing
 – Attribute listing – Market-factor testing
 – Morphological analysis – Test marketing
 – Idea generator – Commercialization
 – Brainstorming – Product adoption
 – Random input – Adopter categories
 – Provocation – Crossing the chasm
 – Six thinking hats – New product success
 – Mind mapping – New-product-development challenges
 – Preliminary screening – Cost of new products
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CHAPTER 14

Integrated Marketing Communications
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 14 is the first of three chapters in Part B of Imperative 4 — Design the Market Offer. Part B focuses on Communicating 
Customer Value. The chapter focuses on Integrated Marketing Communications. Chapter 14 sets the stage for Chapters 15 
and 16 that focus, respectively, on mass communications, digital marketing, and managing the field sales effort. This chapter 
acquaints students with the communication process and the many communications tools the firm has available. Students 
also learn how to formulate a communications strategy — including push and pull, along with clarifying communications 
objectives. Most importantly, they learn the importance of integrating communications efforts.

Chapter Themes

• The communications process

• Communications tools

• Communications strategy

• Push, pull, and integrated push/pull strategies

• Deciding on communications objectives

• Selecting communications tools

• Integrating communications efforts

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The focus of this chapter is to establish an understanding of the role of marketing communications in implementing 
the marketing effort and the difficulties the firm faces in carrying out this task. The chapter demonstrates the types of 
communications the firm has available to educate, inform, motivate, and remind customers, partners, and other entities it 
needs to address. The instructor should clarify the importance of an overall communications strategy and attune students to 
the need of integrating many disparate communications efforts.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

50% The communications process and communications tools

30% Developing communications strategy

20% Integrating communications efforts
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• The communications process

• Communications tools
 – Personal communications
 – Mass communications

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Ternium

• What is the positioning plan of Ternium and how is the organization planning to accomplish its repositioning goal?

Ternium is currently a leading steel products manufacturer that focuses mostly on B2B, but is working to position 
its brand to appeal directly to consumers so it can defend its market position as a steel products leader. The 
company uses the three communication modes of audio, visual static, and visual dynamic which are important to 
effectively reach the target customer.

Discussion Case: (Peru) Alicorp

• Do you feel the sales promotions will be effective? Why or why not?

Enticing consumers to increase purchases through the use of sales promotion programs can be effective if price 
elasticity exists in the market. Alicorp’s efforts to offer coupons and drawings to consumers should prove as 
effective strategies based on the product category being used for the sales promotion.

 – Word-of-mouth communications (WOM)

 – Digital communications

• Developing a communications strategy
 – Communications targets
 – Communications objectives
 – Communications messages
 – Selecting communications tools
 – Budgeting, timing

• Integrating marketing communications

Discussion Case: (Peru) Belcorp

1. Which communications tools does Belcorp use to promote its main brands? 
Belcorp uses mass communication advertising and digital advertising (Facebook and YouTube) to promote its 
main product brands which have proved to be effective in attracting its target markets.

2. For L’Bel, Ésika, Cyzone, identify communications targets. Do Belcorp’s communications tools match these targets? 
Communications targets for L’Bel are high income sophisticated women focused on beauty while 
communications targets for Ésika are middle income women focused on being empowered high achievers. 
Communications targets for Cyzone are teenagers and young women with less income but who focus on a 
desire to having daring individualized fashion preferences. Belcorp’s communications tools do match these 
targets with the use of Facebook and YouTube, but should also include other social media networks.
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Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the three main sources of miscommunication?

a. Encoding
b. Dissonance
c. Distortion
d. Decoding

2. All of the following are types of mass communication EXCEPT:

a. Advertising
b. Direct marketing
c. Sales promotion
d. Word-of-mouth communication

3. The mode of media that is best described with television, movies, YouTube videos, streamed mobile, and online advertising 
is called __________.

a. audio
b. audio-dynamic
c. visual-dynamic
d. visual static

4. __________ is communication for which the firm does not pay and typically gains visibility for its message by placing 
information with a third-party transmitter.

a. Direct marketing
b. Advertising
c. Publicity
d. Sales promotion

5. Which of the following is not a method used to increase unit sales?

a. Increase customer use
b. Increase the churn rate
c. Secure new business
d. Attract customers from competitors

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. By the time they complete this chapter, students should grasp the importance of communications to the 
entire marketing effort, yet understand that communications professionals must deal with many different challenges 
and issues. They should also understand the importance of clear, consistent messaging, both externally to customers, 
suppliers, and partners, and internally to employees and shareholders.

Students should learn that the firm’s communications come in many forms — from public relations to personal 
selling to advertising to web-based messaging to brochures to in-store displays to social media. In any communications 
campaign, each type of communication should have a specific communication objective and be targeted at a particular 
audience. Students should learn how to integrate the various available communications tools into an integrated 
communications strategy.

• Discussion starter. A good way to start the class is to have students draw on their own experience. Ask students:
 – On a day-by-day basis, you are exposed to many forms of commercial (mass and digital) and social media 
communications. Which of these do you think is the most effective? Why?
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 – Firms have many different types of communications targets. Pick two different types like consumers, shareholders, 
government officials, or firm employees. Compare and contrast the communications approach you would take for 
each target?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions

 – Let students identify the variety of communications types they have received.
 – Have students select a specific brand they choose to represent. Their task is to develop a communications strategy for 
that brand.

Distance Learning Considerations

Themes for a threaded discussion include:

• The role and responsibility of marketing in developing a communications strategy and executing a communications plan

• The causes of miscommunication

• The challenges of a developing a communications strategy

• The potential value and limitations of various communications tools, highlighting examples of excellent and poor 
practice of each

• Assess the effectiveness of the students’ educational institutions’ communications and provide ideas for improvement.

Project Descriptions

Have student groups identify a firm of interest to them. Then:

• Use whatever data you can find to highlight your firm’s communications strategy.

• Critically assess the communications strategy.

• Develop a revised communications strategy that takes full account of your critique.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Marketing communications
 – Communications challenges
 – Encoding, distortion, decoding
 – Personal communications
 – Nonpersonal communications
 – Quasi-personal communications
 – Word-of-mouth communications
 – Communications strategy
 – Push and pull communications strategies
 – Communications objectives
 – Communications tools
 – Communications effectiveness
 – Integrated marketing communications
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CHAPTER 15

Mass Communications, Digital Marketing
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 15 is the second of three chapters in Part B of Imperative 4 — Design the Market Offer. Part B focuses on 
Communicating Customer Value. Chapter 15 addresses Mass Communications, Digital Marketing. In this chapter, students 
learn how to design and implement various types of nonpersonal communications. Students learn how advertising works 
and how to construct, execute, and evaluate an advertising program. They also learn about communications tools like direct 
marketing, publicity and public relations, and sales promotion that together comprise the mix of mass communications tools 
that marketers can leverage to achieve their communications objectives.

Chapter 15 also provides students with an overview and understanding of digital marketing as a key component of the overall 
communications mix. The chapter focuses on understanding key digital marketing components, setting realistic objectives, 
distinguishing among various options, highlighting the impact on buyer behavior, and leveraging the popularity of social 
media. Specific considerations include e-mail, search, blogs, social media, advertising, websites, and mobile marketing.

Chapter Themes

• The advertising process
• Linking advertising to marketing
• Choosing the target audience
• Advertising objectives
• Messaging
• Execution
• Rational and emotional advertising appeals
• Media selection and timing
• Advertising budgeting
• Program evaluation
• The advertising process
• Direct marketing
• Publicity and public relations
• Sales promotion
• Connecting with customers online
• Elements of digital marketing: blogs, social media options and considerations
• Online content: advertising, video, programmatic advertising
• Digital marketing: promotional challenges and opportunities
• Website navigation, mobile marketing, targeted messaging and related apps
• Defining and measuring digital marketing
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Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The main focus of traditional communications is on advertising. We lay out the various elements in developing an advertising 
program: from selecting the target audience through objective setting, messaging, execution, media selection, budgeting, and 
evaluation. We also discuss the role of the creative brief as a vehicle for integrating the advertiser and the advertising agency. 
Secondarily, the chapter details the mix of additional mass communications methods — direct marketing, publicity and public 
relations, sales promotion — available to engage, inform, educate, and motivate current and potential customers, and to 
reinforce brand value.

Digital marketing is a constantly changing and evolving topic. Keep in mind that the focus is on delivering timely, impactful 
communications that engage, motivate, and drive desired behavior. The specific technologies and corresponding apps will 
continue to change, and firms will introduce new technologies and apps. But objectives and measurement may well remain 
similar — cost effectiveness, ROI, impact on brand reputation — short- and long-term considerations.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

5% The advertising process and models of advertising

35% Designing and executing an advertising program

10% Other elements of nonpersonal communications — direct marketing, publicity and public relations, sales promotions

10% Digital marketing methods and approaches to connect effectively

30% Components of a digital marketing campaign

10% Social media elements

Lecture/Discussion Content

MASS COMMUNICATIONS

• Advertising foundations

• The advertising program
 – Communications targets
 – Advertising objectives
 – Messaging
 – Execution

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Repositioning Aeroméxico via Instagram

• Should Aeroméxico have used rational appeal instead of emotional appeal when repositioning its brand to millennials?

The use of emotional appeal to reposition the Aeroméxico brand to millennials was needed in order to increase 
brand awareness to this target segment as emotions were used strategically to gain the target market’s involvement 
in the media message. If rational appeal was used to reposition the brand to millennials, the outcome may not have 
been as significant as when using emotional appeal for the market segment.

 – Media selection and timing
 – Advertising budget
 – Evaluation
 – The advertising agency system
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OTHER MASS COMMUNICATIONS

• Direct marketing

• Publicity & public relations

• Sales promotion

DIGITAL MARKETING

• E-mail

• Search

• Social media

• Advertising
 – Display
 – Classifieds
 – Video
 – Placing advertisements
 – Advertising challenges

• Websites
 – The website experience
 – Website design

• Blogs

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Grill On Box – Digital Marketing for Subscribers

• How would you evaluate the effectiveness of the digital marketing strategy being used by Grill On Box?

Grill On Box’s digital marketing strategy is impressive as it appears to utilize multiple digital marketing methods 
to entice the target consumer to be entrenched into the benefits of Grill On Box. Strategically aligning the 
company’s website, digital newsletter along with an opt-in email campaign increases the organization’s probability 
of retaining the customer for the long term.

• Mobile marketing
 – Mobile messages
 – Mobile marketing factors

• Measuring success

Discussion Case: (Costa Rica) Costa Rica Vacations (CRV) – Sharing Testimonials via Social Media

1. How has CRV’s digital strategy helped in differentiating from other companies? 
CRV’s decision to expand its digital strategy to include social media and entice customers to become more 
involved in communicating with the company regarding testimonials has allowed CRV to differentiate itself 
from other companies. CRV’s desire to be proactive in attracting and retaining customers has helped the 
company maintain a leadership position in the industry.

2. To address its market target of 40- to 60-year-olds from Canada, Great Britain, U.S., CRV adopted a strong Facebook 
strategy. Suppose CRV decided to target millennials, what changes would you make in its digital strategy? 
If CRV was targeting millennials, they would need to add e-mails and texting to the digital strategy as 
millennials tend to prefer using e-mails and text messaging as forms of primary communication.
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Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following is NOT an emotional appeal that resonates personally?

a. Fear
b. Humor
c. Storytelling
d. Demonstration

2. The formula to calculate gross rating points (GRPs) is __________.

a. reach ÷ frequency
b. reach – frequency
c. reach × frequency
d. reach + frequency

3. __________ is/are typically the key agency interface who help(s) to craft the advertising strategy.

a. Creatives
b. The media department
c. The marketing department
d. Account/relationship managers

4. All of the following are main types of sales promotion EXCEPT:

a. Consumer promotion
b. Trade promotion
c. Social promotion
d. Retail promotion

5. Which of the following best describes a two-dimensional image where consumers can scan with smartphones and be 
connected directly to firm content?

a. QR codes
b. SMS codes
c. MMS codes
d. QC codes

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. Because advertising is so prevalent in the culture, students are highly exposed to advertising and generally 
have many views about it. Hence we have found it good practice to have a general discussion about advertising early 
on, discuss effective and ineffective advertising, and other related issues. We often ask students to bring in advertising 
examples and probe to see if they can identify the advertiser’s purpose. Only after a general discussion do we provide 
content. We focus on advertising fundamentals and then show the key elements of an advertising program step-by-step. 
When we have finished discussing advertising, we move to other nonpersonal communication methods.

Digital marketing includes a very exciting, innovative, and ever changing set of topics. All students will have 
experience viewing, and being engaged (as consumers) and some (as business people) in designing, implementing, and 
measuring the success of social media campaigns. The objective and focus of delivering the content in this chapter is to 
introduce digital marketing, to review strategic elements for consideration in the promotional mix, align content and 
tools for segmentation and positioning, and define and measure performance.

It is important not to generalize or trivialize the potential impact of digital marketing. Digital marketing can be used 
effectively for all ages, genders, cultures, businesses of any size, and geographies. Of course, we encourage testing to 
evaluate tools and messages to ensure they are effective.
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• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – What are some examples of effective advertising? What are some examples of ineffective advertising? (These questions 
may form the basis of a preclass assignment.)

 – What are some examples of effective communications that are not paid advertising? (This question may form the basis 
of a preclass assignment.)

 – What are firms trying to do with nonpersonal communications?
 – Some people complain that there is too much advertising. What do you think?
 – Use a few current day B2C and B2B examples of digital marketing campaigns to demonstrate methods and 
approaches.

 – Have students share their perspective on both marketing and promotional objectives for digital marketing, along 
with the benefits and risks of using specific tools like Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. This approach will trigger an 
opportunity to begin a more detailed discussion on effective methods, approaches, segmentation, positioning, and 
messaging.

• Group exercise/application project suggestions. The most effective nonpersonal communications project that we 
have used centers around a developing a creative brief and related communications. We have used this exercise with 
many groups including MBA students and senior executives; they learn a lot, and it’s fun. The slides for conducting the 
exercise are in the chapter’s PowerPoint deck. Specifically:

 – The instructor divides the class into six groups and provides each group with a brand-positioning statement. The 
PowerPoint deck has brand-positioning statements for six analgesic products. (If the instructor has a large group, 
multiples of six groups also work fine.)

 – Using the creative brief template (PowerPoint deck), each group prepares a creative brief for its brand. We typically 
allow 30 to 45 minutes for this task in which the group plays the advertiser role.

 – Each group gives its creative brief to another group; the receiving group prepares a communication based on the 
creative brief it receives. For this task the group role-plays the advertising agency. (One option for the assignment of 
groups to products and tasks is in the PowerPoint deck.) We suggest that each advertiser group appoints an account 
manager to answer any questions about the creative brief from the advertising agency group. In addition to preparing 
the communication, each advertising agency group prepares a critique of the creative brief it received.

 – The instructor concludes the exercise by having advertising agency groups present their advertising to the advertiser 
group that hired them.

 The power of this exercise is that students play both the advertiser and advertising agency roles and experience first-hand 
the issues that each organization faces.

 – Develop a digital marketing campaign for a brand launch. The instructor should identify a new product/service.
 – Alternatively, a recently launched product/service would also be an option — then the group can compare their 
approach with the launch plan actually implemented.

 – Divide students into groups to define promotional objectives, segmentation/targeting, positioning, messaging content, 
digital marketing tool considerations — benefits/ risks for each — define key metrics to monitor success.

 – Simulate client/agency meeting. One group of students plays the agency role; another group plays the client.
 – As host of the meeting, have students develop an agenda that includes a set of key topics to be addressed with the 
client to begin developing key components of a digital marketing campaign.

 – Using the proposed agenda, have students prepare a set of questions for the client to address and identify key issues.
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Distance Learning Considerations

The instructor has many opportunities to engage students in advertising and related issues:

• Establish a forum for sharing a wide range of advertising and other nonpersonal communication challenges and 
opportunities.

• Have students share their experiences about examples of effective and ineffective advertising. The instructor may set up a 
site for students to post examples and appropriate web links.

• Have students identify specific examples of web-based persuasive communications. They should detail the objective of 
each communication and assess its effectiveness.

• Use a version of the creative brief exercise in which a developing creative brief is passed from student to student as each 
tries to improve what he or she received. After several rounds, freeze on the creative brief and repeat the process for 
developing a communication as specified in the brief.

Identify a few YouTube videos that highlight digital marketing trends, as well as specific brand/case examples. These videos 
should highlight the process of planning, and performing relevant research, as well as designing and implementing an 
impactful, memorable and engaging campaign.

• Have students research and show evidence of both effective and ineffective digital marketing campaigns across several of 
industries.

• Set up threaded discussions that focus on key components of a digital marketing campaign, measures of success, impact 
to both the business and the consumer.

Project Descriptions

Some of the questions discussed above lead to good out-of-class projects:

• Group exercise/application project. We presented this project on the creative brief as an in-class project. It also works 
very well as a combination in-class/out-of-class project. We have used it many times as follows:

 – In class. Student groups prepare creative briefs under the instructors’ supervision.
 – Out of class. Student groups develop communications based on assigned creative briefs.
 – In class. Student groups present critiques of these creative briefs and present their communications.
 – In class. The instructor provides an exercise wrap-up.

For in-class discussions, group project, or distance learning:

• Digital marketing campaign. Brands compete for share of mind, reputation, customer satisfaction, customer loyalty, 
revenues, market share, and profits. The availability of so many media options poses both difficulties in gaining attention 
through the clutter, but also considerable opportunities for developing long-lasting relationships with existing and 
potential customers.

 – Marketing objective: Develop an effective brand strategy for a new consumer durable — estimated price — $400 to 
$600.

 – Segmentation/targeting: Assume target customers are aged 30–40 years, located globally.
 – Assignment: Develop a digital media focus.
 – Messaging: Highlight the key components of your messaging for each segment. Focus on life style, self-esteem, and 
proud-to-own considerations.

 – Media vehicle criteria: Identify evaluation and selection criteria.
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Digital Media Purchase Criteria

1. Facebook

2. Twitter

3. Interactive web content

4. Blogs

5. Mobile messaging

6. Online search tools

7. Video (YouTube/Vimeo)

8. Other (Snapchat/Pinterest; Tumblr/Foursquare)

 – Measurements: How and what should be measured to determine campaign effectiveness:
 » Evaluation of a social media campaign
 » Metrics/measures of overall success

• Client/agency meeting. To develop a digital marketing campaign for an Amex credit card launch for college students:
 – Marketing objective: American Express college student credit card brand launch.
 – Promotional objective: Engage, educate, and motivate college students to secure trial. Amex is introducing a new credit 
card targeted to college students. The expectation is to engage new younger consumers; provide relevant offers and 
associated services, and aim to generate long-term (loyal) relationships.

 – Target: College students — millennial generation
 – Challenge: Engage young consumers with a legacy brand; alter traditional image to appeal to this target
 – Assignment:

 » Prepare meeting agenda; identify key issues; research needs
 » Outline brand considerations — offer positioning, mobile and app marketing — for effective launch
 » Develop social media plans — content messaging — to engage, motivate, and generate trial
 » Identify key metrics/measures for the social media campaign
 » Review social media app selection and evaluation criteria

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Nonpersonal communication – Sales promotion
 – Hierarchy of effects – Publicity
 – Advertising programs – Public relations
 – Media selection – Direct marketing
 – Messaging – Internet advertising
 – Advertising execution – Digital media (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Twitter)
 – Advertising appeals – Blogs and microblogs — Twitter
 – Rational appeals – Wikis
 – Emotional appeals – Social media
 – Advertising budgeting – Mobile marketing
 – Advertising effectiveness – Data analytics
 – Advertising agencies – Digital marketing metrics
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CHAPTER 16

Directing, Managing Field Sales Efforts
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 16 is the third of three chapters in Part B of Imperative 4 — Design the Market Offer. Part B focuses on 
Communicating Customer Value. Chapter 16 addresses Directing and Managing the Field Sales Effort. In this chapter, we focus 
on the field sales organization. Of all organizational units within the firm, field sales has the major responsibility for generating 
revenues in the near term. The sales force is also typically well positioned to provide insight into customer needs and the 
competitive landscape and ascertain how the marketplace views the firm and its products and services.

Chapter Themes

• Marketing’s role in the field sales effort

• Leading the sales effort

• Evolution in managing the field sales effort

• The tasks of sales force management, including:
 – Developing the sales strategy

 » Task 1: Set and achieve sales objectives
 » Task 2: Determine and allocate selling effort
 » Task 3: Develop sales approaches

 – Implementing the sales strategy
 » Task 4: Design the sales organization
 » Task 5: Create critical organizational processes
 » Task 6: Staff the sales organization

• Strategic/key account management

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
Chapter 16 emphasizes the critical role the sales force plays in securing revenues for the firm. If the sales force fails, no 
one gets a paycheck! This chapter shows how traditional sales force effort is in part morphing into key (strategic) account 
management. Firms secure the best results from their sales forces by focusing on six well-defined sales management tasks 
comprising two groups of three tasks each: developing the sales strategy and implementing the sales strategy.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

10% Integrating marketing and sales

70% The tasks of sales force management

20% Strategic/key account management
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• Marketing’s role in field sales efforts

• Leading sales efforts

SALES FORCE MANAGEMENT

• Developing sales strategy
Task 1: Set, achieve sales objectives

 – Defining sales objectives
 – Relating sales objectives to marketing objectives
 – Breaking down sales objectives
 – Alternative sales performance measures

Task 2: Determine, allocate selling effort
 – Sales force size
 – Sales force activities
 – Selling effort allocation
 – Telesales/live chat

Task 3: Develop sales approaches
 – Tailoring sales messages for different customer targets
 – Designing a process to explain benefits/values

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Grupo Bimbo

• Evaluate Grupo Bimbo’s strategy to achieve sustainable growth.

Grupo Bimbo is effectively monitoring and implementing different strategies to effectively grow the organization. 
The company’s emphasis to optimize product offerings for each sales channel demonstrates the firm’s focus on 
driving revenues and staying ahead of the competition.

• Implementing sales strategy
Task 4: Design the sales organization

 – Should the firm conduct its own selling effort, or outsource to others?

Discussion Case: (Colombia) Mary Kay

• Discuss Mary Kay’s strategy to effectively motivate its sales force.

Mary Kay’s strategy to provide its sales force with higher profit margins than the competition and also allow 
prepurchase product testing creates a self-driven workforce as demonstrated by Mary Kay’s ability to recruit 3,000 
new independent consultants in just 11 days.

 – How should the firm organize/reorganize an employee-based sales force?
 – How should the firm design sales territories?

Task 5: Create critical organizational processes
 – Sales planning
 – Pipeline analysis, sales forecasting
 – Evaluation methods
 – Reward systems

Task 6: Staff the sales organization

• Strategic/key account management
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Discussion Case: (Colombia) Quala

1. How does Quala’ traffic-signal selling model affect brand perceptions? 
Quala’s traffic-signal model is an effective method of increasing brand awareness and sales of the product 
to consumers who may not have tried the product previously. However, the firm should be careful with 
the traffic-signal selling model as this model can deteriorate the brand image since the traffic-signal selling 
method is not connected with a specific retailer brand. Another concern would be for the distributor that is 
providing the 30 percent commission as the distributor must make sure it is making at least 30 percent margin 
so it can break even.

2. How do you assess the compensation system for Quala’s independent agents? 
The compensation system for Quala’s independent agents is effective as a 30 percent commission is motivating. 
However, based on the low price of the product, the independent agent will need to sell a high quantity of 
the products which may be demotivating especially using the traffic-signal model where weather can pose a 
significant factor in the sales effort.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following best describes the sales performance measure of the proportion of sales attempts resulting in actual 
sales?

a. Customer retention
b. Close rate
c. Customer satisfaction
d. Market share

2. The extent to which a firm achieves planned price levels is best described as which of the following sales performance 
measures:

a. Price realization
b. Customer retention
c. Cost rate
d. Market share

3. Which of the following is the formula for determining the size of a sales force required?

a. Total selling hours required divided by available selling hours per salesperson
b. Available selling hours per sales person divided by total selling hours required
c. Total selling hours required minus available selling hours per salesperson
d. Available selling hours per sales person minus total selling hours required

4. All of the following are critical issues a firm should consider when determining whether or not to outsell the selling effort 
EXCEPT:

a. Control
b. Cost
c. Reciprocity
d. Flexibility
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5. Which of the following is NOT recognized as a component of a sales person’s financial compensation?

a. Base salary
b. Bonus
c. Sales commission
d. All selections are part of a sales person’s financial compensation

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. In most classes, some students will have had experience with a sales organization, either as salespeople or 
in a sales manager role. This experience is a good basis for asking what worked well in their organizations, what did not, 
and what action they would have taken to improve the situation had they been able to do so. The instructor can capture 
and organize the various comments based on their relationship to the six tasks of sales management and strategic (key) 
account management. This discussion sets up the structure of the class using the chapter’s organizing theme. If time 
permits, we recommend several cases for use in the sales management section of the course.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – What role does the sales force play in implementing the market strategy?
 – In general, do you think the job of managing the sales force is easy or difficult? Why?
 – What do you think of the shift to strategic (key) account management?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions.

 – Select a firm. Prepare a job description for salespeople, including roles, responsibilities, key skills, and experiences.
 – When the salesperson’s job description is complete, have student groups repeat the process for a first-line sales 
manager and the executive VP (head) of sales.

 – Develop a process for monitoring both the effort and the performance of the sales team.

Distance Learning Considerations

Using a threaded discussion approach, a student with selling experience describes the essence of the salesperson’s role. Other 
students probe the student’s experience to isolate the scope of the job, together with its positive and negative aspects; they also 
make suggestions for improvement. Students can use a similar approach to secure insights into the first-line sales manager’s 
job from students who have experience in that role. By conducting several discussions of each type, students gain insight into 
the broad scope of both of these roles across many industries and types of selling jobs.

Project Descriptions

Some of the questions discussed above lead to good out-of-class projects:

• Page 156. Talk to a salesperson about current and potential customers. Do IBM’s six stages in the selling process — 
Discover, Identify, Validate, Qualify, Conditional Agreement, Business Won — work for them? Don’t forget to check if 
customers’ expectations were met.

• Assume that a new bank has moved into your town and is planning to build a sales force to develop relationships with 
local businesses. How would you go about this task to gain substantial business? How will you measure performance 
for the first six months? After you have completed this exercise, interview one or more bank managers to see how they 
approach the challenge of attracting, growing, and retaining local business customers.
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Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Sales management
 – Sales and marketing integration
 – Sales leadership
 – Sales effectiveness
 – Sales efficiency
 – Sales strategy
 – Sales planning
 – Sales objectives
 – Sales approaches
 – Allocating selling effort
 – Sales force organization
 – Sales force sizing
 – Sales forecasting
 – Lead generation
 – Sales funnels
 – Sales pipelines
 – Sales negotiation
 – Sales compensation
 – Sales force staffing
 – Sales managers
 – Strategic account management
 – Key account management
 – Managing global accounts
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CHAPTER 17

Distribution, Retailing, Wholesaling
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 17 is the sole chapter in Part C of Imperative 4 — Design the Market Offer. Part C focuses on Delivering Customer 
Value via Chapter 17 — Distribution, Retailing, Wholesaling. The purpose of this chapter is for students to learn about the role 
of distribution systems in transferring products from the firm to its customers. The chapter shows that distribution systems 
are continually in flux; hence, firms have many alternatives for competing the necessary distribution tasks. The chapter lays 
out key elements of a distribution strategy and addresses the very real problems of managing distribution channels. We also 
discuss the role of power and conflict and highlight the emerging partnership model in distribution.

Chapter 17 also provides an overview and assessment of current-day retailing and wholesaling along with customer/
partnership relationship considerations. Included is a focus on the value retailers offer, particularly in a highly competitive 
and changing marketplace. Other topics addressed include identifying consumer retail needs, identifying and measuring retail 
performance, sources of retail value, trends and gaps in retailing, wholesaler value to suppliers and customers, and wholesaler/
retailer partnerships.

Chapter Themes

• Distribution strategies: broad and narrow

• Developing a distribution system

• Direct and indirect distribution

• Exclusivity in distribution

• Distribution channel breadth

• Criteria for selecting and evaluating intermediaries

• Eight steps in a distribution strategy

• The Internet’s role in distribution

• Managing distribution channels

• Power and conflict in distribution systems

• The partnership model

• The value retailers offer

• Alternative retail forms: traveling stores, direct marketing, online, vending, fixed-location retail stores

• Contemporary retailing trends: online shopping, tracking shopping, connecting online and physical stores

• Globalization of retailing, peer-to-peer (P2P) transactions, payment systems

• Retail profitability

• Wholesaling: value to suppliers, retailers/end users
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Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
The chapter emphasizes the important role that distribution plays in marketing activity and highlights the functions of a 
distribution system. Students learn that, although distribution arrangements often seem to be fixed, distribution is actually 
variable and firms may gain significant competitive advantage through innovative distribution arrangements. Students should 
also learn that power and conflict are endemic in distribution systems, that firms can often engender strategic conflict, but that 
partnership may be a viable alternative.

Retailing and Wholesaling are key topics that relate to overall distribution strategy. The market is constantly evolving; 
marketing relationships and particular distribution channels are changing. Organizations must focus on aligning with the 
needs and requirements of traditional and online channels — relationships/partnerships with retailers/wholesalers, and 
consumers/end users. In many ways, retailers/wholesalers can enhance (or detract from) supplier brand value propositions, 
while motivating engagement and continuing to influence brand choice. Brand companies must continue to educate and drive 
support through a variety of intermediaries.

The chapter emphasizes the importance that retail distribution plays in marketing activity, and highlights retail alternatives, 
and retailer functions. Students learn that, although retail distribution arrangements often seem to be fixed, retail distribution 
is actually variable and firms may gain significant competitive advantage through innovative arrangements.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

5% The functions of distribution systems

10% Alternative distribution arrangements

15% Elements of a distribution strategy

20% Power and conflict in distribution systems

5% Partnership arrangements

15% Value retailers offer

5% Online retailing

10% Fixed-location retail stores

5% Retailing trends

5% Online/retail store connection

5% Wholesaling

Lecture/Discussion Content

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS AND THEIR EVOLUTION

DEVELOPING DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

• Distribution functions

• Distribution channels: direct , indirect
 – Reaching consumers through direct channels
 – Reaching consumers through indirect channels
 – Reaching organizational customers

• Distribution channel breadth

• Criteria for selecting, evaluating intermediaries

• Putting it all together: The distribution strategy
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MANAGING DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

• Intermediary compliance

• Power in distribution systems

• Conflict in distribution systems

• Planning for power changes

• The partnership model

RETAILING

• Value retailers offer

• Alternative retail forms
 – Traveling retail stores
 – Direct marketing
 – Internet retailing
 – Fixed-location retail stores

• Retail store location

• Contemporary retailing trends
 – Growth of Internet shopping

Discussion Case: (Nicaragua) Flor de Caña

• Evaluate the branding strategy for Flor de Caña.

Flor de Caña is a multi-product entity that uses creative strategies to increase brand visibility by developing 
services and also by developing new products for its target market. As the company continues to adapt and 
immerse its target market with integrated services and new product innovations, the firm will likely continue to 
succeed on its path to expand into different markets.

 – Tracking shopping behavior
 – Integrated physical/digital operations
 – Globalization of retailing
 – Peer-to-peer transactions (P2P)
 – Evolution in purchasing, payment systems

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Modular City Home & Deco (MCHD)

• Discuss how MCHD adapts to consumer trends to increase sales.

MCHD follows market trends and modifies its marketing strategies to effectively align to its target market 
(millennials) who tend to use social media heavily to follow brands. As the firm continues to monitor and adapt to 
market changes, it is likely to continue achieving the goal of reaching its target market effectively.

• Retail profitability
 – Margins
 – Setting retail price
 – Profitability

WHOLESALING

• Value to suppliers
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Discussion Case: (The Caribbean, Central America, Colombia) PriceSmart (PS)

1. What main factors explain PS’s success in Central America? 
The four fundamentals that contribute to PS’s success in Central America include: The Smart Choice (store 
atmosphere/product selection); High Quality, Low Prices (an everyday low price philosophy); Keep It Simple 
(display merchandise in original packaging); All Under One Roof (groceries, produce, food court, appliances, 
sporting goods, automobile products).

2. What role do distribution centers play in PS’s success? 
Distribution centers and regional hubs are strategically located and concentrate on dispersing merchandise to 
the various customers in addition to filling online orders.

3. What are PS’s key challenges? 
One important challenge for PS is how it can continue to expand if a direct competitor enters the market in 
Central America.

4. Could a viable challenger to PS emerge? What entry strategy could be successful? 
A viable challenger to PS could emerge in Central America even though PS is currently the market leader. 
The challenger’s entry strategy could be to provide similar products at lower prices, but offering additional 
services such as pharmaceuticals.

• Value to retailers/end users

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Etisign

1. What type of channel could Etisign develop? 
Etisign could develop a direct distribution channel which focuses on stand-alone (independently owned) retail 
stores as well as hotel stores and restaurants/coffee shops with retail stores. The direct distribution channel 
would allow Etisign to closely monitor and control distribution of the products and services to this newly 
untapped market.

2. What strategy could Etisign follow regarding distribution channel breadth? 
Etisign could implement a selective distribution strategy as this would allow the product and service 
distribution of the newly developed systems to be closely aligned to the new market segments.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Which of the following is NOT one of the three broad distribution-channel-breadth options?

a. Intensive distribution
b. Vertical distribution
c. Selective distribution
d. Exclusive distribution

2. All of the following are examples of decisions to generate strategic downstream conflict EXCEPT:

a. Supplier adding new distributors to achieve better market penetrations
b. End users/retailers going direct to suppliers
c. Distributors/buying groups offering private-label products
d. Independent buying groups increasing buying power for member retailers
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3. The Partnership Model is a distribution channel that assumes the possibility of a __________.

a. negative-sum game
b. zero-sum game
c. inverse-sum game
d. positive-sum game

4. Which of the following is the formula for return on investment (ROI)?

a. Investment divided by profit
b. Profit divided by investment
c. Investment minus profit
d. Profit minus investment

5. All of the following are values that wholesalers offer to retailers/end users EXCEPT:

a. More effective procurement
b. Enhanced assortment
c. Market access
d. Consulting

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. The instructor should emphasize the importance of the distribution function as one important element 
in implementing the market strategy (marketing mix). Students should also learn the many functions that must be 
performed by one entity or another in the distribution system. As browsing and purchasing online has become simpler 
and more widespread, the retail industry — physical and virtual — must pay attention to the unique and customized 
value it can offer. The instructor should pay attention to how retail owners — bricks & mortar and Internet — and the 
customer experience is evolving. The instructor should highlight an opportunities for retailers of all types to differentiate 
their offers. A core retailer focus should be to build long-term relationships with current and potential consumers.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – Why do FMCG firms sell their product through retailers? What’s the point?
 – Why did Samsung stop selling its products through Walmart and Kmart and put major effort with Circuit City and 
Best Buy?

 – Suppose you developed a new consumer product for toddlers that you believe has nationwide appeal and that you 
manufactured at a factory in Michigan. How would you go about making distribution arrangements?

 – How can the retailer clearly differentiate their offer compared to an online distributor?
 – What are the challenges and opportunities for retailers in today’s highly competitive marketplace?
 – Provide an example of a retailer that engages their consumers, delivers consistent value, and generates brand loyalty.

• Group exercise/application project suggestions.

 – Assign two groups a new toothpaste brand imported from Japan that is competitive with Colgate and Crest in price 
and performance. Ask each group to develop a distribution strategy and provide the rationale for distributor selection. 
Have each group present and defend its conclusions in the face of the other group’s presentation.

 – The instructor selects a well-known snack food. Students bring to class their assessment of its retail distribution.
 – Identify a struggling retailer — losing market share and facing profit problems. Conduct an audit; focus on strengths 
and weaknesses, opportunities and threats. Assign groups to develop recommendations to improve/turn the situation 
around.

 – Assign various retailers (pharmacies, supermarkets, big box stores) to student groups. Using specific product classes 
(shampoo, cosmetics, cereal, soft drinks), have student groups identify appropriate retailer strategies for these product 
classes. Students should focus on issues like shelf space, relationships with suppliers, success measures.
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Distance Learning Considerations

Using a threaded discussion approach:

• Students present examples of products that they believe were well, and poorly, distributed.
• Students provide examples of products that seem to be exclusively, selectively, and intensively distributed.
• Have students debate the assertion: “Despite its evident importance, the Internet is not really changing the basic way in 

which firms distribute goods and services.” An effective process is for each of two groups to develop arguments either pro 
or con. Each group then presents its set of arguments; then develops counterarguments to the other group’s presentation. 
Through this process, students gain significant insight into both conventional and Internet distribution.

Identify relevant YouTube videos that highlight:

• challenges and opportunities of managing and marketing retail stores.
• global trends in online shopping.
• buyer behavior — retail versus online shopping.
• opportunities for fixed-location retail that is not available online.
• relationship between retailers and wholesalers.

Students select a retail store — franchise or individually owned. Students research and provide evidence of retail trends, 
marketability, competitive assessment, and how to establish presence and leadership in the retailer’s product class. Initiate a 
threaded discussion highlighting lessons learned on how (to):

• promote and generate retail loyalty in the marketplace.
• fixed-location retail stores compete against online shopping.
• develop a sustainable physical presence.

Wholesaler relationships. Have students identify a national wholesaler/retailer partnership.

• Identify roles and responsibilities for wholesalers and retailers.
• How does each define and measure success?
• Evaluate partnership values for end users.

Project Descriptions

Some of the questions discussed above lead to good out-of-class projects:

• Go to a favorite website and order a product. In a couple of days, order another product. What data did the firm request 
on each occasion? Did the firm remember you from the first order to the second order?

• Interview an executive(s) at a local distributor. Seek insight into the issues the distributor faces in dealing with its direct 
customers and with its suppliers.

• Suppose that you work for a manufacturer of dental products that dentists purchase for their practices. You must 
appoint a new distributor in New England. Develop a set of questions and preferred answers for interviewing potential 
distributor candidates.

Divide students into groups.

• Group A
 – Ask this group to identify a brand (e.g., HP Inc. printers, Canon digital cameras, L’Oreal shampoos).
 – Ask the group to identify relevant retailers (local, regional, or franchisees (and provide appropriate rationale on 
selection and evaluation criteria.
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• Group B
 – As a retailer — Best Buy, Staples, Supermarket, Home Depot — ask students to identify locations, and demographic 
breakdowns. With limited shelf space, what criteria does the store use for brand (product) selection? What is expected 
performance (sales)? In particular, if you have choices of brands in a product class like shampoo, but limited inventory 
space, how will you decide which brands to carry?

After completion, have the two groups compare and contrast their decisions from both a retail and brand perspective.

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Distribution systems
 – Distribution functions
 – Distribution strategy
 – Direct distribution
 – Indirect distribution
 – Telemarketing
 – Franchising
 – Distribution exclusivity
 – Selecting distributors
 – Intermediary compliance
 – Distribution power
 – Distribution conflict
 – Distributors, wholesalers
 – Supply-chain management
 – Internet distribution
 – Distribution partnerships
 – Price discrimination
 – Resale price maintenance
 – Tying agreements
 – Terminating distributors
 – Unrelenting competition: the biggest story of 2015 [596p]

 – 5 ways small retailers can compete [972p]

 – How your business can compete with big box retailers [330p]

 – Strategies for understanding customer needs while competing in digital retailing [730p]
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CHAPTER 18

Critical Underpinnings of Pricing Decisions
For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 18 is the sole chapter in Part D of Imperative 4 — Design the Market Offer. Part D focuses on Getting Paid for 
Customer Value. The purpose of this chapter is to provide students with a foundation for pricing, and explores the critical 
underpinnings of pricing — perceived value, costs, competition, and strategic objectives. We also discuss setting prices.

Chapter Themes

• Pricing impact on profitability

• Perceived customer value

• The role of costs

• The impact of competitors on pricing

• The role of strategic objectives

• Setting prices for new and existing products

• The pricing toolkit

• The pocket price and the price waterfall

• Key issues in setting prices

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
Start off by emphasizing the important role of pricing in determining profitability. Then discuss the roles of perceived 
customer value, costs, competition, and strategic objectives in price-setting and show how too much emphasis in any one area 
can lead to poor pricing decisions. The chapter also focuses on actually setting prices. We start with setting price for a new 
product, then move to making and avoiding price changes. Then the instructor should move to the pricing toolkit, and pocket 
prices, and the price waterfall.

Topic Coverage Suggestion

20% Perceived value
10% Costs
10% Competition
5% Strategic objectives
15% Setting prices for new and existing products
20% Using the pricing toolkit, the pocket price, and the price waterfall
20% Pricing management
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Lecture/Discussion Content

• Perceived customer value
 – Creating value
 – Measuring value
 – Capturing value
 – Customer price sensitivity

• Understanding costs
 – Using costs inappropriately: Cost-plus pricing

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Grupo Modelo (GM)

• If you were an independent craft beer producer, how would you compete with Grupo Modelo?

Since GM and Cerveceria Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma (CCM) have made strategic alliances with craft breweries, 
independent craft beer producers will need to differentiate on product taste and emphasize local values in 
promotions regarding specific independent craft beer brands. This may help to avoid a direct price war between 
independent craft beer producers and GM and CCM.

 – Appropriate roles for costs

• Competition
 – How will competitors respond to firm price changes?
 – Responding to competitor price reductions

• Strategic objectives
 – Sales/market-share growth

Discussion Case: (Peru) Bitel

• Evaluate the strategic objectives of Bitel.

Bitel’s objective was to increase market share growth to its target customer which required the firm to effectively 
implement marketing strategies to its price sensitive target market. Through the implementation of creative 
promotions, Bitel was able to increase its market share from one percent to 10 percent within one year 
demonstrating the company’s strength in the industry.

 – Profits
 – Cash flow

• Approaches to pricing
 – Improper approaches
 – The right way to set price

• The pricing toolkit
 – Pocket prices, price waterfalls

• Alternative pricing methodologies

• Setting the actual price
 – Fees, surcharges
 – Promotional pricing versus steady pricing
 – Psychological pricing
 – Pricing bases
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• Special topics in setting prices
 – Complementary product pricing
 – Gray-market pricing
 – Topsy-turvy pricing
 – Transfer pricing

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Aeroméxico (AM)

1. How price sensitive is the domestic Mexican airline market? 
Customers in the domestic Mexican airline market are very price sensitive even though AM prefers to focus on 
value enhancements instead of price reductions.

2. What are AM’s strategic objectives in 1994, 2010, and 2014? 
1994: Avoid price reductions to compete and increase focus on the value enhancements of service/punctuality 
while finding ways to reduce fixed costs through the development of strategic alliances with other airlines. 
2010: Stabilize the organization following the global economic crisis (2008–2009). 
2014: Continue competing on value enhancements and not compete on price as the firm continued to 
maintain prices at 15 to 20 percent above low-price airlines.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. In which of the following approaches for measuring value does a firm offer the test product at different prices in different 
market areas?

a. Direct value assessment
b. Price experiment
c. Dollarmetric method
d. Economic analysis

2. __________ occurs when unit sales do not change much, even with significant price changes.

a. Price inelasticity
b. Price elasticity
c. Price parity
d. Price discrimination

3. A sealed-bid English auction where the winning bidder pays the price of the second-highest bidder is called a(n) 
__________.

a. Dutch auction
b. reverse auction
c. Vickrey auction
d. English auction

4. In which of the following types of auction do customers state requirements, suppliers bid to provide the product (prices go 
down; lowest bidder wins)?

a. Dutch auction
b. Reverse auction
c. Vickrey auction
d. English auction
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5. Which of the following pricing strategies best describes the example in which an orthopedic surgeon provides service to 
an American football team in the NFL (National Football League), but pays for the privilege of being the team’s official 
orthopedic surgeon?

a. Topsy-turvy pricing
b. Complementary product pricing
c. Gray-market pricing
d. Transfer pricing

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. It is important early on to get students’ attention regarding the importance of pricing in determining 
profit. Then:

 – Initiate dialog around the key issues that underpin the pricing decision. Show how too heavy a focus on one or the 
other can lead to inappropriate pricing decisions. It is especially important to emphasize the problems with cost-plus 
pricing and focusing too heavily on competitors’ prices.

 – Spend time on customer value to identify ways that firms can add value and hence improve pricing flexibility.

 It’s important early on to reinforce the message regarding the importance of pricing in determining profit. Then:
 – Show how to approach setting prices for new products.
 – Show how to modify prices for existing products.
 – Show how to avoid price changes.
 – Make students aware of the various ways of altering the actual price (what the customer actually pays) as a lead into 
discussing the pocket price and the price waterfall.

• Discussion starter. Ask students:
 – What do you think of Southwest Airlines’ pricing actions in Texas in the early 1970s?
 – On the importance of price. Write down a sales revenue figure that is meaningful to you; be sure to write down all of 
the zeros. (For working students, this may be the revenues of their product, business unit, or firm. For non-working 
students, this could be for a company that they admire, or not!) Now erase the last two zeros. What figure are you left 
with? (Write these figures on the board.) There’s bad news and good news. The bad news is that this is the amount 
by which profits would reduce if the firm cut prices by one percent without any volume increase! The good news is 
that this is the amount by which profits would increase if the firm raised prices by one percent without any volume 
decrease! This exercise generates vigorous discussion.

 – On the importance of perceived customer value versus cost. Make sure that you have collected all chalk and marker pens 
and bring a student volunteer to the front of the class. Say something like this to the student: “I’m going to give you a 
task. If you are successful in the task, this class will turn out to be the most valuable class that every student here has 
ever taken, and as a result of this class they will each get the job they desire with a vast increase in salary. But if you 
fail, none of them will get a decent job, and most will end up working at McDonald’s, and everyone will know who 
is responsible. So there’s quite a lot riding on your performance! Here is the task: Without changing your position, 
write your name on the board. What, you don’t have a writing implement? I’m the only one with any; I’ll sell you this 
piece of chalk for $1,000.” This little game generates vigorous discussion. Typically some class members want to offer 
competitive products; this spices up the class.

• Group exercise/application project suggestions.

 – Identify several products or services to which students have easy access. Give each student the out-of-class task of 
identifying a price for each product or service. Form student groups to collect the various prices together with the 
circumstances of securing the prices. Each group’s task is to explain why the several prices for each individual product 
or service differ.
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 – The instructor brings to class several different competitive brands of the same product form, possibly purchased 
from a grocery store. The instructor forms student groups to conduct dollarmetric studies on customer value. 
Using customer value data from each member, the group generates recommended prices for the several brands. The 
instructor conducts a comparison of recommended prices by the groups and with the actual in-store prices.

 – Have students participate in a Competitive Pricing Game.

Distance Learning Considerations

There are many concepts to cover in this chapter. Some starting questions for a threaded discussion approach include:

• What are the core elements upon which you would base your pricing strategy?

• How can you determine if your pricing strategy is consistent with the desired brand position?

• Why do so many firms use cost-plus pricing? Would you use cost-plus pricing? Why or why not?

• What are the challenges of setting price for a new product and changing price for an existing product?

• How can you approach avoiding price changes?

• Describe the benefits and risks of using competitors’ prices as a benchmark for setting your own prices.

• Firms typically face some internal pressures for raising prices and other internal pressures for lowering prices. What is 
the source of these pressures and how would you deal with them if you were the product manager?

Project Descriptions

The in-class group exercise/application project suggestions also make for good out-of-class projects.

• Identify several products or services to which students have easy access. Give each student the out-of-class task of 
identifying a price for each product or service. Form student groups to collect the various prices together with the 
circumstances of securing the prices. Each group’s task is to explain why the several prices for each individual product or 
service differ.

• The instructor brings to class several different competitive brands of the same product form, possibly purchased from a 
grocery store. The instructor forms student groups to conduct dollarmetric studies on customer value. Using customer 
value data from each member, the group generates recommended prices for the several brands. The instructor conducts a 
comparison of recommended prices by the groups and with the actual in-store prices.

• The instructor selects a real or fictitious new product or service that is due to be launched in the next 30 days. Students 
determine a pricing strategy to engage early adopters and innovators.
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Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Pricing strategy
 – Customer value
 – Dollarmetric method
 – Conjoint analysis
 – Costs
 – Competitive pricing
 – Elastic demand
 – Inelastic demand
 – Strategic objectives
 – Effective pricing
 – Segmented pricing
 – Penetration pricing
 – Skim pricing
 – Demand pricing
 – Barter
 – Pocket pricing
 – Price waterfall
 – Price discrimination
 – Variable pricing
 – Dynamic pricing
 – Variable-rate, flat-rate pricing
 – Customer-driven pricing
 – English auction
 – Dutch auction
 – Vickrey auction
 – Reverse auction
 – Loss-leader pricing
 – Everyday low pricing (EDLP)
 – Psychological pricing
 – Pricing bases
 – Transfer pricing
 – Pricing management and pricing policy
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CHAPTER 19

Ensuring the Firm Implements  
the Market Offer as Planned

For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 19 is the sole chapter for Imperative 5 — Secure Support from Other Functions. The purpose of Chapter 19 is to focus 
on the internal requirements for effective marketing implementation. Important decision areas for the firm include functional 
excellence, key interfaces both internally between marketing and other functions and externally with the market environment, 
alternative organization forms for marketing, and the design of systems and processes for improving marketing effectiveness. 
The overarching concern is to develop and maintain an organization with an external versus an internal orientation.

Chapter Themes

• Functional excellence in successful externally oriented firms

• Integrating functional areas for an external orientation

• Transforming the organization to become externally oriented

• Organizing the firm’s marketing efforts

• Hard and soft systems and processes for effective marketing

• Human resource management

• Sustaining an external orientation

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
Many of the chapters in this book focus on the firm’s external environment and on the actions it must take to select markets 
and segments, develop market strategy, and design the marketing offer. By contrast, this chapter focuses on what has to 
happen internally so the firm accomplishes these tasks effectively. Chapter 19 is concerned with internal functional excellence 
and effective interrelationships among marketing and other firm functions including, but not limited to, customer service, 
human resources, finance, operations and the supply chain, research and development, and sales. Although marketing 
represents the voice of the customer, to a very large extent, other functions do the work to produce and deliver customer 
value; seamless interfunctional relationships improve overall organizational effectiveness. The chapter discusses alternative 
organization arrangements for marketing, the systems and processes, and human resource practices necessary for marketing 
to be truly effective. Finally, the chapter includes a model for developing an external orientation and concludes by highlighting 
key problems in maintaining this orientation and how to address them.
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Topic Coverage Suggestion

20% Functional excellence and integration with marketing
20% A model for developing an external orientation 
20% Organizing the marketing function
20% Systems and processes, and human resource practices for improving marketing practice
20% Sustaining an external orientation

Lecture/Discussion Content

• Functional excellence in successful externally oriented firms
 – Customer service
 – Finance
 – Human resources
 – Operations/supply chain
 – Research, development
 – Sales
 – Integrated systems

TRANSFORMING TO AN EXTERNAL ORIENTATION

• Values, vision, mission, strategy

Discussion Case: (Mexico) Amazon – ¡Sí Se Puede!
• Discuss the development of Amazon’s strategy in Mexico.

In an effort to become successful in Mexico, Amazon implemented different strategies which focused on the 
areas of payments, delivery, and brand awareness. To improve payment accessibility for Mexicans age 15 and 
older, Amazon partnered with Oxxo which allowed Mexican consumers to purchase prepaid Oxxo cards/Amazon 
gift cards for cash and then use these cards to purchase online. For deliveries, although the road infrastructure 
in Mexico was not developed, Amazon was still able to successfully deliver to 99 percent of Mexican zip codes, 
and even to remote villages. For brand awareness, many Mexicans tried Amazon and Walmart but became loyal 
customers to Amazon due to Amazon’s wide product variety, fast delivery, and convenient payment methods.

• Organizing the firm’s marketing efforts
 – Traditional organizational models
 – Newer nontraditional organizational models

• Systems/processes
 – Hard systems
 – Soft systems
 – Optimizing firm systems/processes

Discussion Case: (Global) Carbon Neutral by 2025
• Discuss SAP’s initiative to help the world become carbon neutral by 2025.

Using best-practice transfer, SAP focuses on sustainability in its vision and purpose and also implements LEED 
(Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification in infrastructure projects. SAP targets carbon 
neutraility by 2025 by focusing on the avoid, reduce, and compensate methods.

• Managing human resources
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SUSTAINING AN EXTERNAL ORIENTATION

Discussion Case: (Venezuela) Kimberly-Clark (KC)

1. How should KC have answered the Venezuelan government’s accusation? 
KC’s response to the Venezuelan government’s accusation could have been to reiterate that the firm worked 
diligently to keep the factory in operation but could no longer operate due to continuous losses being incurred 
by the KC factory in Venezuela.

2. How should KC have communicated its exit decision to stakeholders? 
KC could have communicated its exit decision to stakeholders by informing key employees and stakeholders 
to disperse the exit decision to the community since the media was controlled by the Venezuelan government.

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. All of the following are examples of soft values EXCEPT:

a. Profitability
b. Customer preeminence
c. Integrity
d. Respect for others

2. Which of the following guides the organization’s search for market opportunities and keeps the firm focused in a limited 
arena where success is likely?

a. Vision
b. Strategy
c. Mission
d. Goal

3. The organizational model where a firm places activities like advertising, promotion, distribution, marketing research, and 
new product development in a marketing department is called a(n) __________.

a. category-management organization
b. inclusion organization
c. functional organization
d. business process organization

4. In which of the following types of organizational structures does the firm retain a classic functional structure, but much of 
the organizational output results from cross-functional teams?

a. Business process organization
b. Functional organization
c. Category-management organization
d. Market-segment organization

5. __________ is the process that examines fundamental assumptions about firm systems/processes, then seeks alternative 
approaches for redesign and improvement.

a. Best-practice transfer
b. Benchmarking
c. System integration
d. Reengineering
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Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. A key objective of this chapter is to highlight how marketing interfaces with many internal and external 
firm functions to deliver value consistently and to implement cost-effective plans. We recommend that the instructor 
create illustrations on how marketing interfaces with such functional areas as:

 – Customer service: consistency and effectiveness of customer service, for example
 – Finance: developing and managing inventory and billing systems, for example
 – Human resources: talent management and ongoing training, for example
 – Operations and supply chain: distribution strategy, for example
 – Research and development: providing voice of the customer input to R&D and/or engineering departments as input for 
new product development, for example

 – Sales: partnership to generate qualified leads and/or develop customized offers, for example.

 A useful exercise is to have students go online to identify values statements from different firms and to compare and 
contrast them. A related task has students focus on a single firm and investigate the relationship between the firm’s values 
statement and the firm’s actual behavior toward customers.

• Discussion starter. Ask students the following questions:
 – The chapter highlights many ways to organize the firm’s marketing effort. Select the organization structure that you 
would use if you became a marketing director. Why would you use this structure? What do you see as the advantages 
and disadvantages? Under what conditions do you believe this structure would be most effective? (The instructor 
may use this question to highlight the roles, responsibilities, communications needs, and interfaces for various 
organizational positions.)

 – What difficulties do you see in implementing the framework for developing an external orientation (Figure 19.1)?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions.

 – Divide students into two groups. One group plays the role of salespeople; the other group comprises marketing 
executives. The salespeople develop a list of things they would like marketing to provide so they could do their jobs 
better. The marketing executives have similar requests of marketing. The groups identify the conflicts and work on 
ways to overcome them.

 – Marketing executives have developed a new product concept for cleaning teeth that requires consumers to gargle 
rather than use a toothbrush and toothpaste. Identify the organizational function with which marketing should 
interface to get this project moving and the nature of the initial discussions.

Distance Learning Considerations

Distance learning with this chapter provides the opportunity to interconnect many students with diverse functional 
backgrounds. Those with experience in accounting, customer service, finance, information technology, operations, R&D, and 
sales can each contribute to discussions of key challenges and opportunities in working with one another and especially with 
marketing. A few key questions to establish focus and learn from one another include:

• [For those not in a marketing department] Describe the challenges and opportunities of working with the marketing 
organization.

• [For those who are members of a marketing team] Identify key issues in working with other functions. Present a success 
story; present a disaster story.

• [For those not in a marketing department] What are your expectations in working with the marketing organization?

• [For those who are members of a marketing team] What are your expectations in working with accounting, customer 
service, finance, etc?
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• What skills (e.g., functional, personality, leadership) do you think members of the marketing team should have?

• How can systems (e.g., CRM) and processes (e.g., best-practice transfer) support the marketing function?

• “All functions in a firm have marketing responsibilities.” Do you agree? Provide examples based on your experience.

Project Descriptions

• Identify a specific organization. What do you believe are its internal marketing challenges? What actions should the firm 
take to improve marketing effectiveness?

• Highlight a firm that you believe has great marketing and/or a great reputation. What internal factors can you identify 
that contribute to its success?

• Select any three of the following departments: accounting, customer service, finance, human resources, information 
technology, operations, R&D, and sales. As CEO, what actions would you take to improve the manner in which these 
departments support one another and better interface with marketing?

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Marketing excellence
 – Brand management/brand strategy
 – Marketing culture
 – Product management interfaces
 – Supply chain
 – Customer service organization
 – Human resource management
 – External and internal orientation
 – Organizational behavior
 – Marketing organization structure
 – Global marketing organization
 – Sales management
 – Marketing interfaces
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CHAPTER 20

Monitoring, Controlling  
Firm Performance, Functioning

For complimentary material, see Axcess Vids codes at www.axcessvids.com

Chapter Description

Purpose of Chapter
Chapter 20 is the sole chapter for Imperative 6 — Monitor, Control Execution/Performance. Chapter 20 contains critical 
material that is absent from many marketing texts. The key underlying principle is captured in the statement “If you can’t 
measure it, you can’t manage it.” Throughout the book we have talked about allocating scarce resources; this chapter addresses 
the question of whether or not those resources are being well spent. In particular, the chapter shows how to evaluate the firm 
— both its marketing and business results, as well as the actions it took to achieve those results. By securing and evaluating 
feedback on its actions, the firm can make changes to improve overall performance.

Chapter Themes

• Principles of the monitor-and-control process

• Market levers and alternative plans

• Input, intermediate, and output variables

• Critical elements of the monitor-and-control process

• Monitoring and controlling firm performance

• Monitoring and controlling firm functioning

• The marketing audit

• The balanced scorecard

Teaching Suggestions (topic coverage)

Overview and Focus
Key topics include principles of monitor and control, types of metrics, the monitor-and-control process, and monitoring and 
controlling both firm performance and firm functioning. In particular, the instructor should focus on:

• The importance of monitoring and controlling the firm’s actions and its performance

• The power of the input → intermediate → output framework

• The importance of implementing a monitor-and-control process

• Key elements in the monitor-and-control process

• Specific measurements the firm can use for monitoring and controlling

• Challenges and opportunities for evaluating firm functioning and functional competence

• The marketing audit

• The balanced scorecard
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Topic Coverage Suggestion

25% Principles of the monitor-and-control process
15% Elements of the monitor-and-control process
25% Monitoring and controlling firm performance
25% Monitoring and controlling firm functioning
10% The balanced scorecard

Lecture/Discussion Content

• Key principles of monitor/control processes
 – Focus on market levers; develop alternative plans
 – Generally, implement steering control, not postaction control
 – Use the right performance measures at the right organizational levels
 – Model relationships among input, intermediate, output measures
 – Tie compensation to performance

• Critical elements of the monitor/control process

MONITORING, CONTROLLING FIRM PERFORMANCE

• Output measures
 – Internal hard measures: Sales
 – Internal hard measures: Product profitability
 – Internal hard measures: Customer profitability
 – Internal hard measures: Summary
 – External hard measures: Market share
 – Soft measures

• Intermediate measures

MONITORING, CONTROLLING FIRM FUNCTIONNG

• Input measures
 – Implementation control
 – Strategy control
 – Managerial process control

Chapter Quiz Questions

1. Sales and profits are examples of which of the following types of measure?

a. Input measure
b. Output measure
c. Intermediate measure
d. Ratio measure

2. All of the following represent a type of internal hard output measure EXCEPT:

a. Market share
b. Sales
c. Product profitability
d. Customer profitability
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3. Unanticipated sales increases of building materials following a hurricane are described as which of the following types of 
classification?

a. Continuous
b. Periodic
c. Episodic
d. Predictable

4. __________ is the most common market-based measure.

a. Market share
b. Customer profitability
c. Sales
d. Product profitability

5. Which of the following is NOT one of the three important aspects of firm functioning that affects input measure 
performance?

a. Implementation control
b. Strategy control
c. Managerial process control
d. All selections represent an important aspect of firm functioning.

Classroom Engagement

• Teaching tips. The instructor should highlight the significance of monitoring and controlling the marketing effort. Lots 
of hard work, company resources, and various types of budget have been allocated and spent in identifying and selecting 
markets and segments, developing market strategy, and designing and implementing marketing offers. Now is the time to 
assess whether or not the firm is achieving an adequate return on these investments and whether the marketing function 
is operating effectively. The instructor may make a useful comparison with simple capital budgeting procedures in 
finance. In building a new factory or buying a piece of capital equipment, the finance function typically requires extensive 
financial analysis before the investment and detailed assessment after the investment. No less should be required of 
marketing investments.

• Discussion starter. Ask students the following questions:
 – Think beyond traditional tangible measures of marketing success like sales revenues and market share. As a CEO, how 
would you assess the performance of the marketing function in your organization?

 – Describe specific criteria that you would use to evaluate the marketing function.
 – What are the implications of your answers to the first two questions for rewarding marketing and other executives?

• Group exercise/application project suggestions.

 – Use key dimensions of a marketing audit to evaluate the marketing function at your organization. If you are a full-
time student, use the marketing audit to evaluate the admissions department.

 – Divide the class into pairs. In each pair, one member role-plays marketing; the other member role-plays accounting, 
customer service, finance, human resources, information technology, operations, R&D, or sales. Each pair develops 
metrics for assessing the degree of cooperation between the functions. (Refer to the distance learning material in this 
chapter.)
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Distance Learning Considerations

Consider the following set of questions to encourage students to share backgrounds and experiences in measuring both 
marketing performance and marketing functioning. The instructor should encourage those students with experience of a 
marketing audit to share those experiences.

• What is the purpose and objective of a marketing audit?

• What functions should participate in a marketing assessment? Who should receive the findings?

• Describe the monitor-and-control process. What are the challenges and opportunities of executing this process?

• Share your experience of participating in a marketing audit. Describe a specific example of a lesson-learned that the firm 
implemented as a result of this analysis.

• Provide examples of how the marketing team assesses its competencies and effectiveness.

• What are the challenges of providing timely feedback to marketing?

Project Descriptions

• You have been asked by an organization to develop plans for conducting an audit of its marketing activities. Describe 
how you would approach this assignment.

• You have been appointed as the new vice president of marketing, reporting to the CEO. He has given you 90 days to 
assess the current effectiveness of the marketing organization and to report back with recommendations for change. 
How would you approach this assignment? What measures would you use to assess current performance and future 
performance?

Other Sources

• Key search considerations

 – Marketing audit
 – Balanced scorecard
 – Customer satisfaction measurements
 – Monitor-and-control process elements, variables
 – Performance metrics and measures
 – Internal and external measures (profitability, sales, efficiency)
 – Customer profitability
 – Implementation control
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